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Introduction to the publication 

Since 2007 CCIVS has been involved in the promotion of Education for Sustaina
ble Development among young people through youth voluntary projects. Despite 
their active involvement and commitment to the issue, only a few CCIVS member 
organisations give priority to changing their food habits and practices, often choo
!"#$%&'!()*+,&"*#(%-.(/*-%(/.#%!0!(."#.12*%&/'"&*!%3/*#%'-$.#"!"#$%4'0(/%5-'6*&(!7%
This publication aims to raise awareness about healthy and sustainable food con
!085("'#%.!%.%(''2%('%!("802.(*%-*9*&("'#%.#:%:**5*#%0#:*-!(.#:"#$%'+%!0!(."#.12*%
development issues in international voluntary service and youth projects. 

Each year CCIVS members organise more than 4,000 projects all over the world, in
volving more than 200,000 young people. Volunteers often work and live with local 
communities, and activities like going to the local market and cooking together 
represent in most cases a key element of the learning process taking place in the 
projects: at the level of knowledge (discovering different ways of producing and 
consuming food in different cultures), skills (learning how to cook new recipes), and 
attitudes (experiencing the diversity of values and codes attributed to food and ea
ting in a social context). By using THOFOO in IVS projects we aim at putting a spot
light on these issues and sensitise the thousands of volunteers and the communities 
involved to be more conscientious about food. 

The publication can be a helpful support for the organisations that already show 
concern about this and it can be a useful instrument for those reluctant to shift to 
a more sustainable way of running voluntary service projects, providing useful gui
dance in rethinking the relationship between food production and consumption 
on youth and community projects. In the long run, affecting as it will thousands of 
young volunteers and local communities, the publication will contribute to a chan
ge in both the mentality and practices of the young people involved. 
The publication is composed of three main sections: “In Theory”, “In Practice” and 
“List of references”. 
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The “In Theory” section gives a theoretical background on sustainable development and food production and consumption. It 
also contains examples of projects and of interventions from representatives of member organisations, as well as best practices 
and tools. 

The “In Practise” section is composed of recipes that you can use in your projects and tips and information on how to make a 
“sustainable” meal. 

;/*%<="!(%'+%8.(*-".2>%"#&20:*!%1''?!@%,28!%.#:%"#(*-*!("#$%:'&08*#(!%'#%!0!(."#.12*%:*A*2'58*#(%.#:%&.#%1*%0!*:%.!%!(.-"#$%
point to go deeper into the topic. 

This publication explores food concepts and practices from different cultural perspectives and exchanging ideas for practical 
action leading to more sustainable lifestyles. We hope that it will be a useful support to the Preparation of youth leaders, volunte
ers and local communities, highlighting the role of food production and consumption in the construction of our societies. 



In theory
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1.1 Develop the future in a 
global World 

Sustainable development is a systemic concept concerning 
the whole planet, comprising several elements and connec
ting time and space. 

The globalised world in which we live determines a connec
tion between “the here” and “the elsewhere”, the past and 
(/*%+0(0-*@%(-.:"("'#%.#:%"##'A.("'#B%"(%"#90*#&*!%&02(0-*%.#:%
behaviour probably more profoundly than in the past. Su
stainable development is compatible with the development 
of globalisation and with an analysis of it which takes into 
account the causes and effects of human action over time 
.#:%!5.&*7%;/*%9'3%'+%"#+'-8.("'#%.#:%(*&/#'2'$"&.2%&/.#
$*% "#% (/*% !.8*%3.4%.!% (/*%9'3%'+% ":*.!%.#:%&02(0-*!%&.#%
easily cross borders and change lifestyles and customs. The 
contemporary world has to face to this dynamic reality and 
handle it in an effective way. Sustainable development has 
been seen as one of these ways. 

C#%DEFG%(/*%H#"(*:%I.("'#!%:*,#*:%(/*%&'#&*5(%.!%+'22'3!J%

“Sustainable development is development that meets 
the needs of the present without compromising the abi
lity of future generations to meet their own needs. It con
tains within it two key concepts: 
the concept of needs, in particular the essential needs 
of the world’s poor, to which overriding priority should 
be given; and the idea of limitations imposed by the sta
te of technology and social organization on the envi
ronment’s ability to meet present and future needs.” 

The two concepts of “needs” and “limitations” are cen
(-.2% "#% (/"!%:*,#"("'#%.#:%&2'!*24% -*2.(*:7%K'':%.#:%/*
althy, safe living conditions are among the most impor
tant human needs. Everybody should have the right to 
eat every day and to live in a healthy environment, ta
king into account the cultural context. Education and 
3'-?%.-*%.2!'%#**:!% (/.(%.-*%#*&*!!.-4% ('% +02,2% +'-% (/*%
selfdevelopment of the individual. The satisfaction of 
these daily practical needs requires knowledge  whe
ther it is based on a Masters from Harvard or on knowing 
how to plant wheat in the back garden  and hard work, 
whether or not it is the work your dream job. Sustainable 
development aims to satisfy the basic needs of all the 
people and let everybody live a better life. 

It is undeniable that human needs are much more than the 
primary ones: social relationships, the realisation of aspirations 
and desires, serenity and peace of mind. These are some of 
the necessary elements for a person’s wellbeing. We strive for 
/.55"#*!!@%10(%3*%.-*%!'8*("8*!%(''%!*2,!/7%;/*%&'#!&"'0!%'-%

1. What is sustainable development?
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unconscious desire to satisfy personal needs diverts attention 
from satisfying the needs of others.
 
This “race for happiness” sometimes makes people forget 
how they are “appropriating” what they need to make them 
happy. This is potentially at the disposal of everyone but in 
real life this is not exactly the case. The basic needs of the 
3/'2*%3'-2:L!%5'502.("'#%.-*%#'(%+02,22*:%.#:%#'(%.23.4!%1*
cause of the lack of resources. More often the problem is 
about access to resources. 

In this context, we would like to focus on global food secu
rity and on the process of access to food. Global food se
curity is linked not only to the production of food but also to 
the distribution of it. These two aspects are part of the world 
food market’s structure and they are affected by some of 
its not negligible faults. It is interesting to observe that the so
called “underdeveloped” or “developing” countries that 
do not have enough food to feed themselves in fact have 
the biggest reserves of untouched agricultural resources. 
In other words a majority of producers do not produce for 
themselves. This unbalanced situation is one of the reasons 
why 925 million people in the world are hungry. 

Global food security is about people being able to eat every 
day. This challenge requires a reassessment of global food 
distribution. In the very short term this is a matter for national 
governments and their social and economic policies. Hunger 
has its causes in different factors (e.g. inequitable distribution 
of material goods, unemployment, wars) and some of them 
&'02:% ,#:% .% !'20("'#% (/-'0$/% &''5*-.("'#% 1*(3**#% !(.(*!%
and a more sustainable way of managing the countries’ af
fairs. 
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1.2 “The most sublime act is to 
set another before you” 
(William Blake) 

The existing worldwide system is not sustainable. The produc
tion and distribution of goods and the use of resources do 
not take into account the common wellbeing of the current 
world population and of future generations. Contemporary 
society is based on consumerism, an attitude linked to the 
social and economic situation in which we live. Its structure 
and way of functioning generate perceived needs that push 
people to want more than they actually need and to com
pete to satisfy their desires. These desires are induced from 
(/*%'0(!":*J%5*'52*%+**2%(/*8%.!%*!!*#(".2%3"(/'0(%-*9*&("#$%
on their real nature. 

Education and economics play an important role in this con
text. Knowledge is passed on from one generation to ano
ther through all kinds of educational channels and agencies, 
ranging from the oral transmission of traditions and customs 
to educational institutions and including informal and peer
topeer education. The UN General Assembly in 1987 has 
stressed the importance of education in the context of su
stainable development, creating the term, Education for Su
stainable Development (ESD). 

;/*%MNO%H#"(%'+%HIMNPQ%"#%R.#$?'?%:*,#*!%MNO%.!%+'22'3!J%

“Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is a lear
ning process (or approach to teaching) based on the 
ideals and principles that underlie sustainability and is 
concerned with all levels and types of learning to provi
de quality education and foster sustainable human de

velopment – learning to know, learning to be, learning 
to live together, learning to do and learning to transform 
oneself and society.” 

(ESD Unit  UNESCO Bangkok http://www.unescobkk.org/
*:0&.("'#S*!:)0#"(S:*,#"("'#)'+)*!:S%T%

ESD embraces many forms and aspects of education; it aims 
at the creation and spreading of different kinds of educatio
nal programmes and systems, adapted to the different sta
ges in the lifetime of the individual. As of today, the ESD ap
proach seems to be the best way of achieving sustainability. 
Through ESD it is possible to create awareness about sustai
nable lifestyles that take into account not only the individual 
needs but also the worldwide community. 

Thanks to globalisation, people and countries in the world are 
&'##*&(*:%.!%"+%(/*4%3*-*%"#%.%#*(%.#:%(/*4%"#90*#&*%*.&/%
other through their daily actions and behaviour. This con
nection is particularly true if we think about economics and 
$2'1.2%8.-?*(!7%N'8*("8*!%"(%"!%:"+,&02(%('%":*#("+4%(/*!*%2"#?!%
because they seem very natural to us: we don’t question the 
origin of a fresh Thai mango in Paris, a Japanese computer 
in Nairobi or a German car in Canada. The reason is simple: 
our consumerist society has “allowed” us not to ask questions 
and to consider the current situation as the only possible one 
and one which has always existed. This is not true and we 
should start thinking about other possible systems than consu
merism and capitalism; but it is not easy to imagine another 
way of acting if you don’t even believe that an alternative 
('%(/*%&0--*#(%'#*%&.#%*U"!(7%V-':0&("'#%.#:%5-',(!%.-*%!(-'#
gly linked: the more the industries produce the more we are 
pushed to buy; the more we buy the more the industries are 
pushed to produce. We are all in this mechanism that crea
(*!%&'#!08*-"!(%1*/.A"'0-%.$."#!(%3/"&/%"(%"!%A*-4%:"+,&02(%('%
,$/(7%
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Luckily, we can change this process trying to think in a more 
global and responsible way about the planet and its inha
1"(.#(!7%W*%!/'02:%8.?*%.%!(*5%+'-3.-:%.#:%-*9*&(%'#%'0-%
:."24%&/'"&*!%.!%&'#!08*-!J%(/*4%&.#%"#90*#&*%(/*%:."24%2"+*%
of workers living in other countries, their lifestyles and living 
conditions. We should promote and implement sustainable 
consumption, “buying goods and services that do not harm 
the environment, society, and the economy” (UNESCO web
site http://www.unesco.org/new/en/education/themes/le
adingtheinternationalagenda/educationforsustainable
development/sustainablelifestyles/). 

1.3 Next stop: sustainable 
development? 

As stated before, sustainable development is a complex 
model that has been seen as one of the pillars for the con
struction of a better society. Probably, the hardest part of the 
concept to implement is the one concerning economy and 
welfare policies. 

Thailand can be mentioned among the countries that have 
(-"*:%('%:*A*2'5%.%!0!(."#.12*%*&'#'8"&%!4!(*87%<N0+,&"*#&4%
Economy” 
theory has been implemented to face the Asian economic 
crisis of 1997 that strongly affected Thailand. 

The theory, initiated by King Bhumibol Adulyadej, accepts 
the sustainable development approach, considering “mo
deration and reasonableness” as key points for the econo
mic development of the country and giving importance to 
knowledge and spirituality for its social development. “Suf
,&"*#&4%M&'#'84>%."8!%.(% -*:0&"#$%5'A*-(4%14%!055'-("#$%
communities’ selfdevelopment, protecting the environment, 
maintaining a stable macroeconomic course that minimises 
the risks and, of course, promoting sustainable development. 

At the end of the ‘90s some of the most important Thai eco
nomists analysed several aspects of the theory and its imple
8*#(.("'#7% ;/*% *U5*-(!% 5'"#(*:% '0(% (/.(% <N0+,&"*#&4% M&'
nomy” is consistent with mainstream economics because it 
includes trade, globalisation and the concept of “optimisa
tion”. On the other side, “moderation” has been pushed asi
de by overconsumption, causing a reduction in the volume 
of savings and increasing the reliance on foreign debt. Mo
reover, governments did not support the idea of “reasona
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bleness” and local communities’ selfdevelopment; also, po
licymakers have not invested in research and development 
within Thailand. Finally, the lack of publicly available informa
tion on economic issues implied a general lack of knowledge 
.1'0(%(/*%,#.#&".2%!"(0.("'#%.#:%(/*%&.0!*!%'+%(/*%DEEG%&-"!"!7%

In the experts’ opinion, the more the division of the work is 
:*(."2*:%.#:%&'852*U%(/*%8'-*%(/*%3'-?%"!%*+,&"*#(7%;/"!%5-"#
ciple is applicable at all levels of production and it takes into 
account also foreign trade. In the facts, the countries need a 
&*-(."#%:*$-**%'+%!*2+)!0+,&"*#&4%('%+.&*%(/*%0#5-*:"&(.12*%
shocks of the globalised world.
<N0+,&"*#&4%M&'#'84>%"!%:*,#*:%.!%

“a philosophy that guides the livelihood and behaviour 
of people at all levels, from the family to the communi
ty to the country, on matters concerning national de
velopment and administration. […]Sufficiency means 
moderation and reasonableness, including the need 
to build a reasonable immune system against shocks 
from the outside or from the inside. Intelligence, atten
tiveness, and extreme care should be used to ensure 
that all plans and every step of their implementation are 
based on knowledge. At the same time we must build 
up the spiritual foundation of all people in the nation, 
especially state officials, scholars, and business people 
at all levels, so they are conscious of moral integrity and 
honesty and they strive for the appropriate wisdom to 
live life with forbearance, diligence, selfawareness, in
telligence, and attentiveness. In this way we can hope 
to maintain balance and be ready to cope with rapid 
physical, social, environmental, and cultural changes 
from the outside world.” (Bold of the writer) 

R.2.#&*%!**8!%('%1*%'#*%'+%(/*%-*&0--*#(%":*.!%'+%(/*%<N0+,
&"*#&4%M&'#'84>%(/*'-4%.#:%"(%,(!%3"(/%KXQL!%:*,#"("'#%'+%(/*%
four main elements of food security: 

K'':%.A."2.1"2"(4% Y% ;/*%.A."2.1"2"(4%'+% !0+,&"*#(%Z0.#("("*!%'+%
food of appropriate quality, supplied through domestic pro
duction or imports, including food aid. Food access – Access 
by individuals to adequate resources (and entitlements) for 
acquiring appropriate foods for a nutritious diet. Entitlements 
.-*%:*,#*:%.!%(/*%2*A*2%'+%.&&*!!%('%&'88':"("*!%3/"&/%.%
person can obtain, given the legal, political, economic and 
social context of the community in which s/he lives, inclu
ding traditional rights such as access to common resources. 
Utilization – Utilization of food through adequate diet, clean 
water, sanitation and health care to reach a state of nutri
tional well being where all physical needs are met. Stability 
– To be food secure, a population, household or individual 
must have access to adequate food at all times. They should 
not risk losing access as a consequence of sudden shocks, 
such as economic or climatic crises, or cyclical events such 
as poor harvests. Stability is thus needed in both availability 
and access. 

These four elements are recalled in “Poverty and Famines: An 
Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation” by A. Sen in which the 
author asserts that starvation and famine are not only due to 
the lack of food but also to the lack of means of acquiring 
it. The original element of his work is the analytical approach 
based on an entitlement system. Following this framework of 
analysis, every person possesses a set of entitlements that de
termines his or her “overall command over things”: a person’s 
entitlements “are the totality of things he can have by virtue 
of his rights”. 

N*#%.+,-8!%(/.(%"#%8'!(%&.!*!%+.8"#*%.#:%!(.-A.("'#%.-*%#'(%
caused by the lack of food – resulting for example from insuf
,&"*#(%.$-"&02(0-.2%5-':0&("'#%Y%<10(%+-'8%5*'52*%#'(%1*"#$%
entitled, in the prevailing legal system of institutional rights, 
to adequate means for survival”. The problem arises becau
se of people’s inability to bargain their labour power, by sel
2"#$%'-%*U&/.#$"#$% (/*"-% !?"22!% ('%$*(% !0+,&"*#(% +'':7% K.8"#*%
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and starvation are not the elements of a food crisis but of an 
economic one. This was the case in Bangladesh in 1974, as 
explained by the author in his aforementioned work. Right af
ter its independence from Pakistan in 1972, Bangladesh went 
(/-'0$/%.%5*-"':%'+%/"$/% "#9.("'#%.#:%5'2"("&.2%.:60!(8*#(7%
The famine that touched the country is considered among 
the worst in recent years, causing around 1 million deaths. 
The event has been deeply analysed by several experts and 
opinions about the causes of it are many. Following Sen’s en
titlement approach, food insecurity did not rise because of 
the scarcity of it but because of the laws of the market. In 
other words: all the people who had no direct access to food 
3*-*% !016*&(*:% ('% (/*% +'':%5-"&*% 90&(0.("'#% (/.(%3.!% #'(%
linked to the production of the food but to the more general 
economic situation of the country. Food was existing but not 
accessible to the people. 

Would the situation have been different if the country had 
implemented a different economic management? Would a 
generally more sustainable way of governing have made a 
:"++*-*#&*[%C#%'0-%'5"#"'#@%(/*!*%.-*%Z0"(*%:"+,&02(%Z0*!("'#!%
to answer. We cannot forget that every country of the world 
"!%5.-(%'+%.%$2'1.2"!*:%!4!(*8%.#:%(/*4%"#90*#&*%*.&/%'(/*-%
at economic, political and social level. If it is true that sustai
nable development can be promoted and implemented at 
country level, it is also true that the best results must be loo
ked for at international level. 

In 2000 the United Nations set out the eight “Millennium De
velopment Goals”: eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, 
achieve universal primary education, promote gender equali
ty and empower women, reduce child mortality, improve ma
ternal health, combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases, 
ensure environmental sustainability, develop a global partner
ship for development. UN members and international organi
sations aim to achieve these objectives by 2015 and ESD has 
been seen as one of the key tools for that achievement. 

In 2010 the UN summit in New York evaluated the state of 
progress of the MDGs and the results are quite interesting. 
Concerning the goal no.1 (Eradicate extreme poverty and 
hunger), for example, “the number of people living under the 
international poverty line of $1.25 a day declined from 1.8 
billion to 1.4 billion between 1990 and 2005” and “about one 
"#% +'0-%&/"2:-*#%0#:*-% (/*%.$*%'+%,A*% "!%0#:*-3*"$/(% "#% (/*%
developing world, down from almost one in three in 1990”. 

Looking at goal no.7 (Ensure environmental sustainability) 
about 1.7 billion people have gained access to safe drinking 
water since 1990, but 884 million people still cannot and 2.6 
billion people cannot access basic sanitation services. Also, 
“based on current trends, the loss of species will continue 
throughout this century”. 

The results are not always matching all the expectations but 
(/*4%.-*%-*.2%.#:%0#:*#".12*7%O"+,&02("*!% "#%(/*%-*.&/"#$%'+%
the goals are due to several factors, such as world econo
mics or government policies in the different countries. Maybe 
the 2015 deadline has been utopian but there is no reason 
to stop the efforts the governments and international orga
nisations are making in order to reach the goals. Time plays 
a very important role in the process of change. We have to 
“accustom” ourselves to think differently, to understand and 
set new living conditions and perspectives for the future. 

As written in “Our Common Future” (Chapter 1: A Threatened 
Future): 

“Living standards that go beyond the basic minimum are 
sustainable only if consumption standards everywhere 
have regard for longterm sustainability.” 

The longterm perspective is the key: we should start projec
ting our actions into the future. We know that the natural re
sources available today, for example, are not eternal; but we 
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also know the existence of alternative resources. Again, we 
know that as of today the minimum living standards are not 
assured to the whole world population because of the une
qual distribution of resources; but we have the technologies 
and the knowledge to improve the current living conditions 
and to plan a better future based on responsible production, 
distribution and consumption of goods. 

Humankind is not perfect; it made and makes mistakes that 
badly affect the global environment. Fortunately, we are 
now aware of these mistakes and we can choose to chan
ge the state of things. Acting today is the starting point for 
the development of the future but also for the improvement 
of the world we live in now. We should keep in mind that as 
human beings we are responsible for our actions in our envi
ronment and in relation to our neighbours. 
The economic growth of countries, the new types of produc
tion and new lifestyles have resulted in a change in the world 
ecosystem. Changes are natural and important for deve
lopment and we have the right and the means to intervene. 
Above all, we must be conscious of the changes, try to un
derstand them and make informed choices and actions. 

W*%&.##'(%.+,-8%(/.(%!0!(."#.12*%:*A*2'58*#(%"!%<(/*>%!'20
tion but we share the UN vision on the question: 

“We also found grounds for hope: that people can co
operate to build a future that is more prosperous, more 
just, and more secure; that a new era of economic 
growth can be attained, one based on policies that su
stain and expand the Earth’s resource base; and that 
the progress that some have known over the last cen
tury can be experienced by all in the years ahead. But 
for this to happen, we must understand better the sym
ptoms of stress that confront us, we must identify the 
causes, and we must design new approaches to mana
ging environmental resources and to sustaining human 
development”.

(Our Common Future, Chapter 1: A Threatened Future) 
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Nutritional ecology is a holistic concept that takes into ac
count all the different parts and stages of the nutrition and 
that aims at sustainability and food security worldwide. This in
terdisciplinary approach of analysis considers the food chain 
and nutrition system as a whole of interactions with human 
health, environment, economy and society. Food produc
tion, trade, distribution, composition and consumption – as 
well as disposal of waste material – are among the subjects 
of the discipline. 

;/*%:*,#"("'#%/.!%1**#%&-*.(*:%"#%DEF\%14%.%$-'05%'+%]*-
man nutritionists belonging to the University of Giessen and 
it is based on the four aforementioned dimensions: human 
health, environment, society and economy. As C. Leitzmann, 
(Institute of Nutrition, University of Giessen, Giessen, Germany) 
clearly explains in its “Nutrition ecology: the contribution of 
vegetarian diets”, good health is linked to a correct way of 
eating. The following of a preventative diet contributes to the 
avoiding of nutritionbased diseases. Studies show that “the 
consumption of plantderived foods (grains, vegetables, fru
its, legumes, nuts) should be increased and that the intake of 
animalderived foods (meat products, dairy products, and 
eggs) should be reduced”. 

As stated by WHO and FAO, changes in the diet in the se
cond half of the 20th century have seen ‘traditional, more 
plantbased diets replaced by highfat, energydense diets 
with a substantial content of animal foods’. This, they con
clude, has played a ‘key role’ in the upsurge in dietrelated 
5-*A*#(.12*%:"!*.!*!@%(/*%!')&.22*:%^:"!*.!*!%'+%.+90*#&*L7%

Fortunately, illnesses which result from overeating can be 
prevented or reversed through changes in diet and lifestyle. 
3040% of cancers, 1722% of coronary heart diseases and 
2466% of diabetes can be prevented by strongly decrea
sing consumption of saturated fats (found in animal products 
such as meat, especially red meat, eggs and dairy products) 
and increasing physical activity. 
Nutrition Ecology Educational Centre http://www.nutritione
cology.org/panel4/index.html 

2. Nutritional ecology
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The environment is also touched by food production’s me
thod. Organic farming is naturally less affecting than intensive 
industrial farming. Global warming and acid rain, land deva
station and deforestation are some of the consequences of 
industrial farming which includes massive use of pesticides and 
synthetic fertilisers. Idealistically, the organic farming practices 
should be implemented and supported globally. Also, food 
should be “minimally processed, packaged, and transported” 
to reduce the impact of the production on the environment. 

Converting grain into meat entails a huge loss of food ener
gy, particularly if cattle are doing the converting. The ave
rage amount of fossil fuel energy required to produce 1 kcal 
of proteins from meat is 25 kcal. This amount is more than 11 
times greater than that needed for grain protein production, 
which is about 2.2 kcal. The ratio is 57:1 for lamb meat, 40:1 
for beef cattle, 39:1 for eggs, 14:1 for milk and dairy and swi
ne meat, 10:1 for turkeys, 4:1 for poultry. [Pimentel 2003] 
Liquid slurry from livestock contains abnormally high levels 
of nitrogen and phosphorus because farm animals can only 
absorb a limited proportion of the amounts contained in their 
feed. When animal manure oozes into watercourses and wa
terways, the excess nitrogen and phosphorus it contains can 
ruin groundwater quality and damage aquatic and wetland 
ecosystems. Roughly 7080 per cent of dietary nitrogen fed 
to cattle, pigs and laying hens, and 60 per cent of that fed to 
broiler chickens, is excreted in faeces and urine and ultima
tely ends up in the water system. [CIWF2004] 
Research in the UK indicates that cattle and sheep gut fer
mentation is responsible for 95 per cent of methane produ
ced from farming, with the rest created from slurry and ma
nure. The same study shows that one third of nitrous oxide 
emissions come from slurry and manure, while 39 per cent of 
the nation’s ammonia emissions are also derived from animal 
farms. [CIWF2002] 

Moreover, the high ammonia content of animal wastes is a 
major cause of acid rain. 

Nutrition Ecology Educational Centre http://www.nutritione
cology.org/panel4/index.html 
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The society affects and is affected by the nutrition system. 
People are responsible for the food they buy and the way 
(/*4%&'#!08*%"(7%K'':%&'#!085("'#%1*/.A"'0-!%.2!'%"#90*#
ce the life conditions of the people working in the nutrition 
system and can be cause of important social and working 
problems. 

The economy, of course, intervenes in the nutrition system 
process, also on a worldwide basis. Food consumption is lin
?*:% ('% (/*% ,#.#&".2% !"(0.("'#%'+% (/*%&'0#(-"*!@% (/*%:"++*-*#(%
population groups and the political system of the country. As 
Leitzmann says: 

“Transportation and processing of food are carried out un
der the premise that money can be earned. In private hou
seholds, the food budget is a determining factor in the choi
ce of foods”. 

The developed world still holds the main responsibility in this 
waste of resources, as the major consumer of animal food. If 
(/*%3'-2:L!%.+90*#(%&'0#(-"*!%&'02:%-*:0&*%(/*"-%&'#!085("'#%
of grainfed livestock products by 10%, they could free up 64 
million tons of grain for direct human consumption. This would 
cover world population growth for another 26 months. A 20% 
reduction would buy more than four years. And the health 
1*#*,(!%3'02:%$-*.(24%2'3*-%/*.2(/%&.-*%&'!(!7%_N(*3.-(DEE\`%
Nutrition Ecology Educational Centre http://www.nutritione
cology.org/panel4/index.html 

[…] because of the “westernization” of diet, in some develo
ping nations, such as China or Brazil, the rate of overfed pe
ople is more or less the same as that of underfed ones. Thus, 
:*A*2'5"#$%#.("'#!%3"22%/.A*%('%,$/(%.%/*.2(/%1.((2*%'#%(3'%
fronts, struggling to contain the spread of degenerative di
seases such as heart disease and cancer even as infectious 
:"!*.!*!%&'#("#0*%('%.+9"&(%8.!!*!%'+%0:*-#'0-"!/*:%5*'52*7%
[Gardner2000] Public health specialists are especially con
cerned about increases in degenerative diseases because 
(/*%&'!(%'+%(-*.("#$%*.&/%&.!*%"!%!"$#",&.#(24%/"$/*-%(/.#%(/*%
cost of treating an infectious disease. Therefore, degenera
tive diseases pose a very serious challenge to poverty alle
viation and to the overall economic stability of developing 
countries. 
Nutrition Ecology Educational Centre http://www.nutritione
cology.org/panel4/index.html 
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If we consider the nutrition system as a whole, the food prices 
should include all the collateral costs caused by the process 
itself, paying particular attention to the environmental da
mages. According to the nutrition ecology, the vegetarian 
:"*(%"!%(/*%8'!(%!0"(.12*%('%+'22'3%"#%'-:*-%('%+02,2%(/*%:*8.#:%
and to reduce the damages to health, environment, society 
and economy. 

These four dimensions are also the basis for sustainable nu
trition’s behaviours. The sustainability approach, in fact, 
doesn’t base its nutritional considerations only on the he
alth aspect of food but also on its distribution through eco
logical and preventive eating behaviours. In “Wholesome 
nutrition: concept of a contemporary diet” (Koerber KV, 
Männle T, Leitzmann C. VollwertErnährung. Konzeption ei
ner zeitgemäßen Ernährungsweise. 9th ed, rev. Heidelberg, 
Germany: Haug, 1999) the authors identify the following se
ven principles accomplish the claims concerning ecological, 
economic, social, and health compatibility: 

1) food should be predominantly plant derived ;
2) food should originate from organic farming;
3) food should be produced regionally and seasonally;
4) food should be minimally processed;
5) food should be ecologically packaged;
6) food trade should be fair;
7) food should be tastefully prepared. 
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According to the “White Paper on International Voluntary 
Service”1@%!0!(."#.1"2"(4%.#:%*#A"-'#8*#(%.-*%.8'#$%(/*%,A*%
major priority thematic areas of action of international volun
tary service. The incluison of sustainability and environment 
as one of the main strategic lines of international volunta
ry service recognises both the importance of the topic itself 
and of the contribution that international voluntary service 
brings to it.

International voluntary service focuses on the work towards 
sustainability through two main approaches: local actions 
and global/regional campaigns. The local actions take into 
account the needs of local communities and are developed 
with the support of mixed groups of local and international 
volunteers; example of such activities are the environmental 
actions carried out in workcaamps or mid and long term vo
luntary service activities. These actions have usually a strong 
local and long term impact, empowering local communities 
to deal with the issue affecting them.

On the other hand, the global or regional campaigns tac
kle issues that are of global concern and affecting several 
communities at the same time. These campaigns anable all 
organisations to make and show a bigger impact as well as 

1 The “White Paper on International Service” is a policy document crea
ted by interational voluntary service organisations worldwide at the end of the 
project “Volunteering 2011  Global Strategies for Global Challenges”

to promote and create a better awareness of the issue that 
communities are dealing. The World Tanabata Action (WTA), 
the International Campaign for Sustainability in Voluntary Ser
vice are relevant examples of such initiatives that combines 
local actions in communities with activities for awareness  
raising and education for sustainability and gather deverse 
networks and organisations for the promotion of sustainable 
methodologies within the IVS network and encourages su
stainability  oriented voluntary service projects.

C(% "!% -.(/*-%:"+,&02(% ('%&2*.-24%5'"#(%'0(% (/*% ,-!(% !0!(."#.1"2"(4%
5-'6*&(!@%/'3*A*-@%(/*%3'-?%"#%(/"!%,*2:%!(.-(*:%"#%(/*%2.(*%GaL!%
and early 80’s through the environmental and political cam
paigns organised by international voluntary service organisa
tions concerning nuclear power or against the uncontrolled 
pollution of the Baltic Sea.
If at the beginning most of the projects had an environmental 
(protection, preservation, etc) focus, as organisations began 
('%:*A*2'5%.#%*U5*-("!*%"#%(/*%,*2:@%(/*%0!*%'+%#'#%)%+'-8.2%
education, one of the main tools for international voluntary 
service, inspired projects tat did not only address the effects 
of a non  sustainable way of living (pollution, deterioration, 
extinction, etc.) but also its causes (educations, culture and 
mentality, consumerism, etc). In this way, international vo
20#(.-4%!*-A"&*%5-'6*&(!%&'#(-"10(*:%('%(/*%,*2:%'+%M:0&.("'#%
for Sustainable Development. An example in this sense is the 
2009 edition of the Asia  Europe Young Volunteers Exchange2 

2 The 2009 editon of the Asia Europe Young Volunteers Exchange 
(AEYVE) was held from the 21st of August to the 4th of September 2009 in 
N"#$10-"@%;/."2.#:@%3"(/%,*2:%3'-?%.2!'%1*"#$%5*-+'-8*:%"#%-0-.2%.-*.!%'+%P.8
bodia and Thailand. 

3. International voluntary projects and sustainable 
development: how volunteering contributes to the 
promotion of sustainable development
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project entitled “Intercultural Approaches to Environmental 
Sustainability”, implemented by CCIVS in partnership with 
the Asia  Europe Foundation (ASEF), and featured by UNE
SCO Bangkok as a best practice in the November 2009 issue 
of the “Decade of Education for Sustainable Development 
Newsletter”.

International voluntary service, as an educational tool, is a 
transversal instrument that can be used for the promotion of 
!0!(."#.1"2"(4% "#%'(/*-%,*2:!%'+%.&("'#@%!0&/%.!%(/*%'(/*-%+'0-%
strategic thematic action areas outlined in the White Paper. 
Therefore, projects addressing issues of cultural heritage or 
social inclusion can have sustainability as one of the main 
components.

The importance and relevance of sustainability for interna
tional voluntary service is celebrated in the “White Paper on 
International Voluntary Service” which dedicates an entire 
subchapter to the strategic thematic area of sustainability 
and environment. This policy document presents both the 
vision of worldwide international voluntary service organisa
("'#!%+'-%!0!(."#.1"2"(4%.!%3*22%.!%+'0-%!5*&",&%!(-.(*$"&%'16*&
tives. The potential and commitment of international volun
(.-4%!*-A"&*%('%&-*.("#$%.%!0!(."#.12*%3'-2:%"!%-*9*&(*:%"#%(/*%
vision itself, “contributing to a sustainable world, where there 
is a balanced coexistence between people and nature, and 
where conditions for health, well  being, peace and social 
justice are achieved and mantained for the future”.

The project was organised by the Coordinating Committee for International 
Voluntary Service in co.operation with the AsiaEurope Foundation.
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Africa 
Population mid2010 (millions):  
1,030,000 GDP per capita (USD 2008): 
2,630 annual 

Climate zones 
Sahara, Sahel, Savannah, Tropical, subtropical.

Vegetation 
Mediterranean, highland, subtropical forest, rain forest, tropi
cal forest, savannah woodland, temperate steppe, tropical 
steppe, desert. 

Natural resources 
Oil, diamonds, gold, iron, cobalt, uranium, copper, bauxite, 
silver, petroleum, but also woods and tropical fruits 

Main products 
Coffee, cotton, cacao, tea, rubber, beer.

Sustainability and agriculture 
Partnerships between farmers, farmer groups, NGOs and ci
vil society organisations (CSOs), organic movement organi
sations, governments and certifying bodies at all level foster 
successful organic agriculture. In order to facilitate the spread 
of organic agriculture, there is a need to work at all levels: lo
cal, national and international as well as to encourage more 
links between governments, NGOs and the private sector. 

Improving agricultural sustainability through the adoption of 
organic agriculture in Africa may not be a solution to all the 
food problems, but considerable progress has been made in 
recent years. Whether organic farming will result in enough to 
meet current and future needs in response to continued po
pulation growth and development in African countries can 
never been totally certain, but is certainly a step in the right 
direction. The present situation of widespread food insecurity 
means that conventional farming systems and set trade me
chanisms with Africa are among the reasons for which the 
.&(0.2%!(-0&(0-*%"!%#'(%.12*%('%+02,2%(/*%&0--*#(%+'':%#**:!%"#%
the continent. The results observed in the transition to organic 
agriculture are highly promising for food security in Africa. Evi
dence indicates that productivity in organic agriculture can 
$-'3%'A*-%("8*7%W"(/%+0-(/*-%!5*&",&%!055'-(@%(/*%1*#*,(!%('%
food security and related improvements to natural, social 
and human capital could spread to much larger numbers of 
farmers and rural people in the coming decades. 

Sustainability and development 
Ethiopia: Cheha integrated rural development project This is an 
example of an integrated and relatively smallscale project ma
king a substantial impact on regional food security. The project 
has been working in southwest Ethiopia since the drought of 
1984. It has introduced new varieties of crops (vegetables) and 
trees (fruit and forest), promoted organic manures for soil fertility 
and botanicals for pest control, and introduced veterinary ser
vice. Some 12,500 farm households have adopted sustainable 
agriculture on about 5,000 ha, resulting in a 70 per cent improve
ment of overall nutrition levels within the project area, along with 
a 60 per cent increase in the crop yields. Some farmers have be

4. Information sheet on sustainability in each 
continent 
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gun to produce excess crops which they sell in local markets, 
earning much needed income for their families. Thus an area 
once entirely reliant on emergency food aid has now beco
me able to feed itself and has enough left over to contributes 
to surplus. The real promise of the programme, however, lies 
in the fact that farmers themselves are taking the initiative 
to replicate activities (including farmers outside the project 
area) where once they had to be encouraged to participa
te through foodforwork payments. 

Food, culture and sustainable development  international 
workcamps: best practices and tools from CCIVS 
African member.

World Earth Festival, FAGAD, Togo 

In 2004 the French organisation “Terralliance” had the idea of 
a worldwide earth festival aiming at the celebration and the 
protection of the Earth. The festival has been a great success: 
during 2005 and 2006 French editions, 318 activities and actions 
have been held by schools, association and local communities. 

FAGAD organises the event in Togo since 2006. The organisa
tion works in cooperation with other international and local 
associations, administrative bodies and representatives of the 
Government. The festival involves local and international volun
teers in several activities on the value of the earth as one of the 
most important resource of life for the human being. The main 
objective of the festival is to set and connect national activities 
promoting sustainable development, protection of the envi
ronment and sustainable food production and consumption. 

The 2011 edition took place in Adéta and saw the participa
tion and the interventions of local and national authorities, 

the Secretary General of FAGAD and 
the focal point for World Heritage Edu
cation at UNESCO. The volunteers of FA
GAD participating in workcamps and 
some representatives of the local com
munity performed sketches on heritage 
and organic agriculture in the village of 
Adéta. The aim of the sketches was to 
underline the necessity of preservation 
and respect of the earth as well as the 
importance of the transmission of heri
tage to the future generations. The pu
blic has been actively involved during 
the performances and it has reacted 
with comments and feedback to the 
show. 

In the framework of the festival, FA
GAD organised debates and discus
sions about the protection of the envi
ronment by changing our behaviours in 
daily life. The organisation also imple
mented making awareness campaigns 
for the promotion of organic food con
sumption and sustainable agriculture.
 

Through the festival and its related acti
vities, FAGAD intends to promote sustai
nable development and lifestyles and 
8.?*%A'20#(**-!%.#:% 2'&.2!% -*9*&(% ('
gether on the current state of the Earth. 
The festival aims at making people 
aware of their active role in the produc
tion and consumption of food and go
ods and in the creation of a sustainable 
environment for the future generations. 
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America 
Population mid2010 (millions):  929,000,000 GDP per capita 
(USD 2008): Northern America 45,890 – Latin America and 
Caribbean 10,140 
Climate zones 
Subarctic, temperate, tropical, desert, Mediterranean.

Vegetation 
Deciduous forest, coniferous forest, Mediterranean, grassland, 
Alpine/mountain, tropical forests.

Natural resources 
Petroleum, gas, wood, iron, manganese, copper, tungsten, 
tin, zinc, lead and silver.

Main products 
Corn, wheat, barley, oat, rice, soya, beans, sorghum, potato
es, yams, cotton, tobacco, citrus fruits, bananas, pineapples, 
apples, pears and plums, sugar cane, coffee.
 
Sustainability and agriculture
 
U.S.A. and Argentina 

;/*%H7N7%X$-"&02(0-.2%!*&('-%/.!%1*#*,(%"#%(/*%4*.-!%'+%.#%"#
creasingly large federal expenditures and corresponding 
government involvement in planting and investment deci
sions. For example, according to the “AAAS REPORT XXXIII 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FY 2009” (http://www.aaas.
org/spp/rd/09pch10.htm, chapter 10 “R&D in the U.S. De
partment of Agriculture”) 277,000,000 dollars have been pro
posed to fund the “Food and Agriculture Defense Initiative” 
and 257,000,000 dollars for the “National Research Initiative”. 
As we can read in the report “Of the $95 billion proposed in 

the FY 2009 budget request, 76 percent, or $72 billion, of the 
requested funding would support mandatory programs such 
as the farm commodity program, nutrition programs, etc. The 
remaining 24 percent, or $23 billion, would fund the discretio
nary programs found within USDA, including research”. The 
funds support mostly industrial agriculture to the detriment 
of smaller farms. The expansion of industrial agriculture has 
8.:*%"(%"#&-*.!"#$24%:"+,&02(%+'-%!8.22%+.8"24%+.-8*-!%"#%(/*%H7N%
to stay in business. Instead, the food industry has become 
:'8"#.(*:%14%&'-5'-.("'#!%3/"&/%1*#*,(%+-'8%$'A*-#8*#(%
policies that favour largescale production. Family farmers 
are being forced out of business at an alarming rate. Accor
ding to Farm Aid, every week 330 farmers leave their land. As 
established family farms are shut down, they are not being 
replaced by new farms and young farmers. Very few young 
people become farmers today, and half of all U.S. farmers 
are between the ages of 45 and 65, while only 6% of all farmers 
are under the age of 35. 

Sustainable family farms represent an important element for the 
keeping of sustainability in agriculture. Interesting examples of 
sustainable farming are the pampas in Argentina. The country 
lives a population growth that will go on for the next several 
decades; current projections have the country’s population 
growing from 40 million in 2009 to 47 million by 2025 (U.S. Census 
Bureau 2009). Argentina has always been an important agri
cultural producer, also thanks to the impressive fertility of the 
lands. In their paper “Sustainable Farming in the Argentine Pam
pas: History, Society, Economy, and Ecology” Otto T. Solbring 
and Ernesto Viglizzo analyse the history of sustainable farming in 
Argentina with the aim of estimate the validity of sustainability 
and identify policy recommendations. Data show the effecti
veness of sustainable agriculture in the region but also some of 
the weak points and necessary implementation such us the de
velopment of a multiscale approach for policy design or the 
support to the establishment of rural industries, especially farm 
related ones (machinery, fertilisers, and food processing). 
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Sustainability and development 

Animal welfare practices and conditions.
 

Global Animal Partnership "!% .% #'#)5-',(% '-$.#"!.("'#%
founded in 2008 and putting together farmers, scientists, ran
chers, retailers and animal advocates with the common goal 
of improving the welfare of animals in agriculture. 
The organisation launched a programme called “The 5Step 
Animal Welfare Rating Standards”: it consists in 5 steps to fol
low to implement animals’ welfare in agriculture: 
Step 1 prohibits cages and crates. Step 2 requires envi
ronmental enrichment for indoor production systems; Step 
3, outdoor access; Step 4, pasturebased production; Step 
5, an animalcentred approach with all physical alterations 
prohibited; Step 5+, the entire life of the animal spent on an 
integrated farm. 

The programme: 
encourages and inspires farmers and ranchers to move up 
the welfare ladder, if they so choose; 
engages a broad spectrum of producers, rather than a mi
nority segment of the agricultural community;
allows for a wider selection of products from farms and ran
ches for greater consumer options;
more accurately and justly rewards and recognizes produ
cers for their welfare practices;
better informs consumers about the production systems they 
may choose to support;

As of October 31, 2011, 1.696 operations, raising more than 
140 million animals annually, have been audited and certi
,*:%('%

U.S. higher welfare Step standards by independent, thirdpar
(4%&*-(",&.("'#%&'85.#"*!7%

Food, culture and sustainable development  international 
workcamps: best practices and tools from CCIVS American 
member 
Subir con conciencia 2009  “Ecology and food sovereignty”, 
SAS, Argentina 

The 2009 workcamp has been implemented in two phases 
.#:%(''?%52.&*%"#%(3'%:"++*-*#(%52.&*!J%(/*%,-!(%5.-(%/.!%1**#%
realised at a rural school, while the second part in a small 
!&/''2%"#%b"22.%X#.L!%A"22.$*7%;/*%,-!(%5/.!*%'+%(/*%5-'6*&(%+'
resaw the renovation of the school and the improvement of 
the school’s vegetable garden. The volunteers planted the 
garden by using Fukuoka’s clay ball method. They visited 
some households who use bio gas, an initiative developed 
and promoted by the governmental programme “Agricultu
ra Familiar”. They visited also “Naturaleza Vive”, an ecologi
cal farm using biogas and biodynamic agricultural methods 
in nearby vicinity. During the second part of the workcamp 
the volunteers created a garden in the school and they met 
a member of the governmental programme “INTA  Instituto 
Nacional de la Tecnologia Agropecuaria” (National Institute 
for Agricultural Technology). They had the possibility of sha
ring information about the programme “ProHuerta” (pro ve
getable garden) the seed ball method. 
Villa Ana and the “Quebrachito” group The village of Villa 
Ana has a profound and important history within Argentina. 
It was built and exploited by the British company “La Fore
stal”. The company exploited the valuable, non renewable 
resource of the red quebracho hardwood, a native tree that 
grows in the north of Argentina, from which tannin was ex
tracted to fuel the leather industry. Tannin was especially va
luable during World War II, when vast amounts of boots were 
needed for the armies marching across Europe. “La Forestal” 
ruled over the land for half a century. When the company 
wound down its operations in Argentina between 1954 and 
1963, in the towns left behind there was nothing left to do, no 
wood, no industry, and no work. Since then the inhabitants 
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of Villa Ana and the surrounding area have had to work to
$*(/*-% ('%,#:%.2(*-#.("A*%*852'48*#(@%:*A*2'5"#$%#*3% "#
dustries and opportunities for themselves. The “Quebrachito” 
youth group is an example of a positive development in the 
wake of social depression, demonstrating that in unity there 
is strength and that change is possible. Sensitive to the exploi
tation of quebracho, the group supports reforestation pro
posals to secure its sustainability. The youth group aims to in
vite young people from all around the world to support their 
projects and strengthen their efforts and presence within the 
community.  Quebrachitos have been working since 2006 
with the objective of social and cultural development in Vil
la Ana. Their working methodology is profoundly based on 
the exchange of ideas and knowledge through community 
action, which is planned and organised taking into account 
available resources and which always looks to achieve the 
participation and compromise of each one of the young pe
ople who participate in the project, respecting and valorising 
each individual contribution. The group works as a big family, 
a group of friends who share objectives in common and who 
feel a great responsibility for what they do and for the com
munity. 

Victoria Lovelock for “Subir al Sur” 

“Subir al Sur” is a small nongovernmental organisation dedi
cated to promoting intercultural education through creating 
peaceful encounters between people from different cultures 
and backgrounds. This exchange between the community 
and the international volunteers will help to support and rea
lise local projects. The organisation is member of CCIVS and 
partner of “The Alliance of European Voluntary Service Orga
nisations”. 
Those who have come together to form SAS have dedicated 
(/*%2.!(%+*3%4*.-!%('%4'0(/%*:0&.("'#@%!5*&",&.224%3'-?"#$%"#%
areas of social exclusion in Argentina. In 2005 SAS organised 

+'-%(/*%,-!(%("8*%(3'%^"#(*-&02(0-.2%*U&/.#$*%3'-?&.85!L7%;/*%
result was very rewarding and encouraging. The organisa
("'#%:*&":*:%('%&'#("#0*%"#%(/*%,*2:%'+% CbN%('%&'#(-"10(*%('%
the creation of a peace loving humanity by promoting en
counter,  horizontal cooperation and a deep understanding 
of  “the others differences”. 

1. Is your organisation engaged in the spreading of sustaina
ble food consumption’s behaviours through its international 
voluntary service projects? Why? 

In every workcamp we promote sustainable food con
sumption. We try to buy food only from local suppliers or from 
people’s vegetable gardens local produce.  We also pass 
,28!%.#:%$"A*% "#+'-8.("'#%.1'0(%(/*%&0--*#(%!"(0.("'#% "#%X-
gentina regarding ecology and food production. We do this 
as we know that people are not aware about what is taking 
place in Argentina in terms of mass agricultural production 
and the negative effects on people (slavery, ejection from 
land, discrimination, poisoning by agro chemicals, the nega
tive effects of mining, water contamination… etc). 

2. What are the concrete actions/projects/activities realised 
by your organisation to reach this aim (please, give very con
crete examples)? 

The project “Subir con Conciencia  Ecology and food sove
reignty”, a workcamp organised in 2009 in collaboration with 
the youth group “Quebrachito” is a concrete example (ple
.!*@%-*+*-%('%(/*%.((.&/*:%,2*T7%W*%.2!'%3'-?%3"(/%!*A*-.2%*#
vironmental youth organisations in Jujuy and Clorinda com
mitted to awareness raising and investigation concerning 
environmental issue. And we have started a partnership with 
an organization devoted to promoting knowledge about the 
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wisdom, the art and the cosmovision of the indigenous cul
tures of Argentina and the Americas in order to support the 
recognition of the multiculturalism in Argentina. 
In our last workcamp we also visited a workshopschool whe
re the volunteers learnt how to use natural construction tech
niques and where they also had a talk about why we should 
use natural methods for constructing (heath, environment, 
sustainability etc…). 

3. How international voluntary service projects can contribu
(*%('%!("802.(*%-*9*&("'#%.#:%:**5*-%0#:*-!(.#:"#$%'+%!0!(."
nable development issues in the civil society? 

Voluntary service projects are a concrete way to reach pe
ople. Volunteers can live an alternative example of con
sumption during the period of the project. By actively living 
this experience volunteers have a chance to really connect 
with often abstract ideas concerning sustainability. During 
the camp you can share audio visual information, bring in 
expects or people working in alternative methods of produc
tion, create a distinct way of living (recycling, bio construc
tion, buy locally, eat the produce in season etc…), and pro
mote often alternative ideals. By the end of the project many 
volunteers will feel a need to change something in their lives 
or to share information about what they have live thereby 
creating a multiplying effect. Many small actions can really 
make a change on a global level. 

Asia-Pacific 
Population mid2010 (millions):  4,194,000 GDP per capita 
(USD 2008): Western Asia 10,590 – South Central Asia 3,130 – 
South East Asia 4,510 – East Asia 9,080  Oceania 24,380.

Climate zones 
Subarctic, tropical, Alpine, Mediterranean.

Vegetation 
Tundra, taiga, Mediterranean, highland, rain forest, tropical 
forest, savannah woodland, steppe, desert.

Natural resources 
Oil, coal, rice, wood, soybeans, corn, wheat, sugar.

Main products 
Clothing trade, electronic industry, motor vehicles.

Sustainability and agriculture 
The “Green Revolution” in Asia: 
1*#*,(!%.#:%&-"("&"!8!7

The “Green Revolution” is a who
le of principles, researches and 
technology transfer initiatives, 
setting between the 1940s and 
the late 1970s and aiming at in
creasing agriculture production 
around the world. 

Since the mid1960s, Asia and 
(/*%V.&",&%/.!%1*#*,(*:%+-'8%.%
remarkable boost in agricultural 
output as a result of the “Green 
Revolution”, using new varieties 
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of rice and wheat, along with the application of fertiliser and 
irrigation. The result was a striking increase in cereal yields. To 
some extent, especially in its initial stages, the “Green Revo
20("'#>%1*#*,(*:%(/*%-0-.2%5''-7%;/"!%3.!%5.-(24%1*&.0!*%(/*%
new technology could also be used on small farms, and be
cause the new farming systems, which often involved dou
ble or triple cropping, proved to be quite labour intensive 
– thus generating more work for the landless. Nevertheless, 
the “Green Revolution” displaced many smaller farmers, par
ticularly women, as production was consolidated into larger 
and more integrated farming systems. In future, farmers will 
,#:% (/"#$!% !(*.:"24%8'-*%:"+,&02(% Y% +.&*:%3"(/%*#A"-'#8*#
tal degradation, climate change, and a series of other th
-*.(!7%H#2*!!%(/*4%&.#%5-':0&*%+'':%#'(% 60!(%*+,&"*#(24@%10(%
also in ways that respect the environment, the food secu
rity outlook will be bleak. Sustainable agriculture integrates 
(/*% $'.2!% '+% *#A"-'#8*#(.2% /*.2(/@% *&'#'8"&% 5-',(.1"2"(4@%
and social and economic equity. The overriding principle is 
to meet current food needs without compromising the rights 
of future generations. “Green Revolution” is not sustainable. 
One of the most evident examples is the consequences of 
the “Green Revolution” in the Indian state of Punjab. Punjab 
/.!%1**#%'#*%'+%(/*%,-!(%X!".#L!%!(.(*!%('%.5524%(/*%<]-**#%
Revolution” principles, transforming India into a foodsurplus 
country. The techniques adopted counted intensive farming 
and use of chemicals and pesticides. A study conducted by 
the “Post Graduate Institut of Medical Education and Rese
arch  PGIMER” shows the direct relationship between the 
use of chemicals and increased incidence of cancer in this 
region. Moreover, the environmental activist Vandana Shiva 
has extensively written about the social, political and econo
mic impacts of the “Green Revolution” in Punjab. She claims 
that the Green Revolution’s reliance on heavy use of chemi
cal inputs and monocultures has resulted in water scarcity, 
A02#*-.1"2"(4% ('%5*!(!@%.#:% "#&":*#&*%'+%A"'2*#(%&'#9"&(%.#:%
social marginalisation. 

Sustainability and development 

The UNESCAP document “Sustainable Agriculture and Food 
N*&0-"(4%"#%X!".%.#:%(/*%V.&",&>%:*!&-"1*!%.%5-'$-.88*%('%
.&/"*A*%+'':%!*&0-"(4%"#%(/*%X!".)V.&",&%-*$"'#%(.?"#$%"#('%.&
count short, medium and longterm measures. Governments 
are setting actions, methodologies and technologies for a 
more sustainable agriculture and better life conditions for the 
communities. On the shortterm the foreseeing measures aim 
at improving access to food, guarantee social protection for 
food production and secure physical access to the food. On 
the mediumterms, the Governments should support sustai
nable agriculture by revitalising smallscale sustainable food 
production, promoting rainfed agriculture, improving a bet
ter water management and implementing village knowled
ge and technology centres. The longterm objective is the 
adaptation to climate change. 
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Europe 
Population mid2010 (millions):  739,000 GDP per capita (USD 
2008):  25,580.

Climate 
Subarctic, Atlantic, Continental, Mediterranean, Alpin. 

Vegetation 
Forest, Tundra, Taiga, Steppe, Mediterranean. 

Natural resources 
Bauxite, copper, iron, uranium, nickel, petroleum, natural 
gas, coal. 

Main products 
Wheat, crop, olive oil, wine, fruit and vegetable. 

Sustainability and agriculture 

EISA and the “European Integrated Farming Framework” 

European Initiatives for Sustainable Development and Agri
culture  EISA is a network of seven European organisations 
founded in 2001 for the promotion of sustainable farming 
system. EISA works closely with the EU Institutions and other 
stakeholders to contribute to the development of agricultu
ral and environmental policies in the EU. EISA believes that 
agriculture plays a central role for the achievement of sustai
nable development and it promotes Integrated Farming as 
useful system to reach it. Integrated Farming System adopts 
<"#(*$-.(*:% .#:% -*!'0-&*)*+,&"*#(% &-'5% .#:% 2"A*!('&?% !4
!(*8!% (/.(% 8."#(."#% 5-':0&("A"(4@% (/.(% .-*% 5-',(.12*@% .#:%
that protect the environment and the personal health of far

mers and their families,” as well as “overcoming the barriers 
to adoption of more sustainable agricultural systems so these 
systems can serve as a foundation upon which rural Ameri
can communities will be revitalized.” [Oren B. Hesterman and 
Tom L. Thorburn, “A Comprehensive Approach to Sustaina
ble Agriculture: W.K. Kellogg’s Integrated Farming Systems 
Initiative,” Journal of Production Agriculture (1994) 7(1): p. 
133]. The EISA “European Integrated Farming Framework” is a 
guideline document for a sustainable agricultural production 
that covers a lot of aspects linked to agriculture: soil mana
gement, animal husbandry, landscape, wildlife and biodiver
sity. As explained in the “Preface” of the 2010 edition of the 
document: “The Framework should be understood and used 
as a tool on two different levels: 

For an individual farmer (farm owner, farm manager), the 
EISA Framework offers a comprehensive management tool 
which may help to raise further awareness and continually 
improve everyday practice on farm in order to meet future 
environmental, economic and social challenges and hence 
achieve parallel progress in all dimensions of sustainable de
velopment. 

;/*%MCNX%K-.8*3'-?%5-*!*#(!%.%:*,#"("'#%.#:%&/.-.&(*-"c.
tion of Integrated Farming, giving the basis for a common 
understanding for political credibility and as the foundation 
'+%MCNX%"(!*2+7%;/*%+-.8*3'-?%&.#%/*25%"#90*#&*%5'(*#(".2%2*
gislative incentives and / or guidelines. It can be applied all 
over Europe, helping to harmonise agricultural performance 
through its forward looking and innovative approach”. 

Sustainability and development 

The Common Agricultural Policy 
The Common Agricultural Policy  CAP is a series of Europe
an agricultural programmes and direct and indirect subsides. 
It has been proposed by the European Commission in 1957, 
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right after the signing of the “Treaty of Rome” which establi
shed the Common Market. The policy aimed at increasing 
the productivity, ensuring a fair standard living for the agricul
tural Community, to stabilise market and to secure availabili
ty of supplies. The CAP has passed through different change 
within the years. As stated in the European Commission do
cument “The Common Agricultural Policy”: 
The direction of the current CAP rejects strategic objectives: 
an agriculture that is competitive on world markets, which 
respects very strict standards on environment, food safety, 
and animal welfare, within a framework of a sustainable and 
dynamic rural economy. Today’s CAP is a policy choice of 
our society to continue to support EU agriculture while re
sponding to the expectations of citizens, taxpayers and con
sumers, with the least distortion of international trade. 

During the coming years the CAP will change further in order 
to continue to: Be a living policy which rejects the needs and 
expectations of European society; Promote a sustainable 
agriculture oaring safe, quality products while protecting the 
environment and animal welfare; Support the multifunctional 
role of farmers as suppliers of public goods to society; Promo
te the growth and creation of jobs in rural areas; Reinforce a 
competitive and innovative agricultural sector that can re
spond to the challenges of the world market; Be managed 
by simple and transparent rules. 

Food, culture and sustainable development  international 
workcamps: best practices and tools from CCIVS European 
members.
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FRANCE, UNAREC – Etudes et chantiers 

François Ribaud for “études ET chantiers”  UNAREC 
“études ET chantiers” is a nonformal education movement 
founded in 1962. The movement has developed a regio
nal structure over the years, including several organisations 
from different French regions, and it carries out volunteering 
projects – in France and abroad – as well as actions against 
social exclusion. These organisations gave birth to the “Union 
Nationale des Associations Régionales études ET chantiers 
(UNAREC)” and they implement together projects based on 
the values sharing, solidarity and respect of the differences. 

By giving a particular attention to local development and 
actions of common interest, “études ET chantiers/UNAREC” 
organises international workcamps for a very large target 
group (from teenagers to adults and “senior” volunteers) on 
the topics of environment, heritage, rural development and 
social actions and activities for the improvement of local 
neighbours. One of the characteristics of this association is 
the implementation of “school/insertion workcamps”. Within 
the framework of the social and professional policies carri
ed out by the Government and the regional administrative 
bodies, these training actions aim at the social revitalisation 
and the professional integration of borderline’s people. The 
workcamps last from 3 to 12 months, during which the work 
takes turns with trainings; actions of common interest in the 
,*2:%'+%-*!('-.("'#%'+%10"2:"#$!%.#:%*#A"-'#8*#(%.-*%-*.2"!*:%
in urban, rural and semirural areas. 

1. Is your organisation engaged in the spreading of sustaina
ble food consumption’s behaviours through its international 
voluntary service projects? Why? 

Yes, it is, especially during the international workcamps: it’s 
the nature of the workcamps in itself that pushes the volunte

*-!%('%,#:%!'20("'#!%+'-%(/*%'-$.#"!.("'#%'+%(/*%8*.2!7%;/*4%80!(%
take into account different factors, such as the location of 
the workcamp or the budget. A workcamp is a social project 
and the local community often contributes to the meals of 
the volunteers, for example by offering food. It’s important to 
0#:*-2"#*%(/.(%(/*-*L!%#'(%.23.4!%.%-*9*&("'#%.1'0(%(/*%50-
chases. We noticed that the volunteers are less and less able 
to cook and to organise a collective meal for a group. They 
have “consumerist” behaviour: they can very well buy a piz
za, but they are not able to cook one! Workcamps are usual
ly carried out in little villages with no malls around. But also in 
this kind of situations, volunteers would rather to go and buy 
in the malls far from the villages then in the local shops! Du
ring the workcamps we must deal with two main issues: 
strengthening the intercultural dimension through food and 
sharing different cooking and tastes; 
promoting a responsible consumption throughout concrete 
daily actions (food, purchases, waste, local relationships…) 
paying attention to sustainable development’s principles. 

2. What are the concrete actions/projects/activities realised 
by your organisation to reach this aim (please, give very con
crete examples)? 

One of our actions is directly linked to the management of 
the workcamps. The coordinators from “études ET chantiers” 
follow a national training on group dynamics and on the 
practical organisation of a workcamp. Each team of coordi
#.('-!%/.!%.%,U*:%10:$*(%+'-%(/*%8.#.$*8*#(%'+%(/*%&.85@%
particularly for the meals. They can ask for additional budget 
to develop new ideas: a lot of them asked these funds to buy 
'-$.#"&%+'':%'-%('%,#:%.2(*-#.("A*%!'20("'#!%('%(/*%&.-%:0-"#$%
the camps. 

C#% daae@% "#%X0A*-$#*@% ,A*%'-$.#"!.("'#!%8*81*-!%'+%P'(-.
vaux produced an educational support to discuss about en
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vironment and citizenship within the workcamps: une autre 
alimentation ; http://autre.alimentation.free.fr. It is a com
pendium of information and practical tips on food and con
sumption within the framework of shortterm IVS projects; it 
is also about food as medium of culture and exchange. This 
publication is a useful tool for experienced coordinators but 
it is not for beginners’ coordinators or volunteers. An idea 
would be to make it a simpler tool on “eating differently”, ad
dressed to coordinators and volunteers and for a daily use, 
maybe with a section for the local community. Considering 
(/*%:"+,&02(%!"(0.("'#%(/.(%.%2'(%'+%CbN%'-$.#"!.("'#!%.-*%+.&"#$@%
due to the cut in subventions for projects and volunteers 
exchanges, this kind of initiatives is not a priority. It would be 
#*&*!!.-4%('%,#:%#*3%!'0-&*!%'+%,#.#&".2%!055'-(7%f'-*'A*-@%
it is indispensable to think about the linguistic issue: volunteers 
and coordinators are not necessarily Englishspeakers, so the 
translation of the materials is necessary. 

3. How international voluntary service projects can contribu
(*%('%!("802.(*%-*9*&("'#%.#:%:**5*-%0#:*-!(.#:"#$%'+%!0!(."
nable development issues in the civil society? 

Common initiatives, as the ones organised by CCIVS and Al
liance, can bring together people and means to lead to so
mething useful. Examples are the “Sustainability Campaign” 
or the “World Tanabata Action”. It would be interesting to 
develop educational activities with team of mobile volunte
*-!@%!016*&(%('%,#:%+0#:!%+'-%(/*!*%.&("A"("*!7%

FRANCE, Solidarités Jeunesses
“Being a green volunteer” (link to the publication).

SJ France has developed a publication to make an eco
friendly workcamp. 

Introduction to the publication 
Being a volunteer is a matter of choice in which you decide 
to take part in a social, political or environmental project. On 
the one hand its purpose is to help local communities and 
on the other its intent is to share new ideas, intercultural ex
periences and to make new friends. Therefore while working 
for the community, a volunteer develops herself/himself per
sonally – for instance by learning ecofriendly behaviours. An 
ecofriendly workcamp is not necessarily an environmental 
project, it is rather a way to learn and practice green beha
viours during any kind of project in order to turn them into a 
constant mindset. The value lies in the longterm multiplying 
effect even though immediate changes can not always be 
measured. 

FRANCE, Concordia
Project “Local consumption within international workcamps” 

For years Concordia has strengthen its engagement in raising 
awareness about sustainable development, especially throu
ghout its IVS projects. In 2011 NormandyMaine delegation 
has implemented the project “Local consumption within in
ternational workcamps”, an internal transformational project 
aiming at integrating sustainable development principles 
both in its general organisational structure and in workcam
ps. The project has involved all the people participating in 
the activities of the delegation and has been developed into 
two phases:
Trainings for workcamps’ leaders about food consumption, 
sustainability and organic agriculture; 
Making awareness activities for workcamps volunteers ai
ming at sensitise the participants in IVS projects to sustainable 
development issues and responsible consumption. 

These activities have been addressed to workcamps leaders 
and volunteers, local communities and workcamps’ hosting 
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organisations. The objectives were to spread information on 
responsible consumption, healthy living behaviours but also 
healthy and cheap way of eating during a workcamp. One 
of the involved partners in the project and in several Con
cordia’s workcamps is “AMAP – Association pour le Maintien 
d’une Agriculture Paysanne” (Association for the Promotion 
of Local Agriculture). AMAP is an association involved in the 
support and promotion of local agriculture and food pro
duction. Representatives of AMAP are often invited to par
ticipate in debates and discussions within the workcamps; 
they introduce the AMAP to the volunteers and involve them 
in some of their activities. This kind of cooperation is a very 
good practise to show the volunteers concrete exemplas 
for the implementation and promotion of responsible con
sumptions’ behaviours in their daily life. 

ITALY, Legambiente
The importance of environmental issues on workcamps (link 
to the publication).

The organisation promotes environmentally friendly practises 
within its workcamps, “aiming to protect and safeguard the 
environment, which can be widely considered as one of the 
best indicators of the quality of our life. As matter of fact, 
environmental sustainability can create economic value by 
reducing costs as well as social value by improving the qua
lity of our life” (from the introduction of the handbook). The 
handbook is one of the supporting tools usually used by Le
gambiente during its projects. 

WALES, UNA Exchange, Cookbook II 

The UNA Exchange publication is about food and recipes 
that you can use within your volunteering projects but also in
formation about Fair trade and advice on cooking for people 
who cannot eat gluten and vegan. The aim of the Cookbook 
is to encourage the use of fresh food and to promote the use 
of Fair trade products. For additional information and a copy 
of the book, please contact UNA at www.unaexchange.org 

SCI International 

SCI has always been actively involved in the promotion of 
sustainable development within its projects. One of the tools 
used by the organisation is the “Gaia Sustainability Tool Box” 
(link), created by the “Gaia” informal working group in SCI 
that deals with sustainable development and climate chan
ge. The publication provides with theoretical and practical 
resources (handbooks, guides, workshops, calculators, mo
vies etc.) which support four thematic areas of sustainable 
living in workcamps (awareness, involvement, consumption 
and 3R). Games and publications (link) have been also pro
duced to support volunteers and leaders of the projects. 
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1968: Biosphere. Intergovernmental Conference on the Ra
tional Use and Conservation of the Biosphere. 

The conference was organised by UNESCO in cooperation 
with IUNC and ICSU’s International Biological Programme 
(IBP) and with the participation of the United Nations and 
WgQ7%C(%3.!%(/*%,-!(%("8*!%(/.(%:0-"#$%.%3'-2:3":*%8**("#$%
at intergovernmental level recommendations about envi
ronmental problems have been adopted. 

1969: U.S.A. approved the “National Environmental Policy 
Act”. 
;/*%H7N7%1*&.8*%'#*%'+%(/*%,-!(%&'0#(-"*!%!*(("#$%.%#.("'#.2%
legislative framework for the protection of the environment. 

1970: The “First Earth Day” took place in U.S. and saw the par
ticipation of 20 million people. 

1972: UN Conference on the Human Environment and UNEP. 
The conference took place in Stockholm and it is had as 
main topics pollution and the acid rains in the northern Eu
rope. The results of the meeting are the creation of several 
environmental protection agencies at national level and the 
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). 

1980: The Global 2000 report. This was produced by the Pre
sident’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in coope
ration with the U.S. State Department. The report recognised 
+'-%(/*%,-!(%("8*%(/*%"85'-(.#&*%'+%-*&'-:"#$%1"':"A*-!"(4%+'-%.%
correct functioning of the planetary ecosystem. 

5. Some of the most important events concerning 
Sustainable Development 
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1981: Global Strategy for Health for All by the Year 2000 
World Health Assembly – the decisionmaking body of WHO 
 adopted the “Global Strategy for Health for All by the Year 
2000”. This document encouraged the governments to sup
port people in achieving a good level of health to enable 
them to lead socially and economically productive lives. 

1982: UN World Charter for Nature The UN World Charter for 
Nature adopted the principle that every form of life is uni
que and should be respected regardless of its value to hu
mankind. It calls for an understanding of our dependence on 
natural resources and the need to control our exploitation of 
them. 

1984: International Conference on Environment and Econo
mics Organised by the “Organisation for the Economic Co
operation and Development” (OECD), the conference un
derlined the link between environment and economics and 
(/*"-%-*&"5-'&.2%"#90*#&*7%

1987: Our Common Future (Brundtland Report) 
The report of the World Commission on Environment and 
O*A*2'58*#(% hWPMOT%:*,#*:%(/*% (*-8%<!0!(."#.12*%:*A*
lopment” and explored the different aspects of the concept, 
both theoretical and practical. 

1988: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
The panel is established by UNEP and the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) to collect the most recent research and 
data on climate change. 

1990: International Institute for Sustainable Development 
IISD was established in Canada and began publishing the 
Earth Negotiations Bulletin as the authoritative record of in
ternational negotiations on environment and development. 
1992: Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) 
The UN Conference on Environment and Development (UN

CED) discussed and agreed on the action plan Agenda 21 
and on the Convention on Biological Diversity, the Framework 
Convention on Climate Change and the nonbinding Forest 
Principles.

1995: World Trade Organization (WTO) is established. 
The WTO “is the only international organization dealing with 
the global rules of trade between nations. Its main function 
"!% ('% *#!0-*% (/.(% (-.:*% 9'3!% .!% !8''(/24@% 5-*:"&(.124% .#:%
freely as possible.” http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/
whatis_e/inbrief_e/inbr00_e.htm).
 
1995: World Summit for Social Development. 
The UN summit is held in Copenhagen and it recognised the 
central role of the people in the development of the pla
net. The governments adopted the “Copenhagen Declara
tion on Social Development and Programme of Action of the 
World Summit for Social Development”. 
1999: Third WTO Ministerial Conference, Seattle. 
Demonstrations against the negative effects of globalisation 
(''?%52.&*%+'-%(/*%,-!(%("8*7%;/*%3'-?%'+%(/*%&'#+*-*#&*%3.!%
.++*&(*:%14%,$/(!%1*(3**#%:*8'#!(-.('-!%.#:%5'2"&*7%

2000: UN Millennium Development Goals. 
The UN set 8 goals to achieve by 2015 for the sustainable de
velopment of the planet and of humankind: ending hunger, 
universal education, gender equality, child health, maternal 
health, combating HIV/AIDS, environmental sustainability, 
global partnership. 

2002: World Summit on Sustainable Development 
Ten years after the summit in Rio, governments met in Johan
nesburg to measure the progress made to reach the goals 
set in 1992, with particular reference to the Agenda 21 pro
gramme. 
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2005: Kyoto Protocol 
By signing this international agreement, 37 industrialised 
countries and the European Community committed to redu
ce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

2009: G20 
The meeting held in Pittsburgh resulted in the commitment of 
the governments to reduce, “rationalize and phase out over 
(/*%8*:"08%(*-8%"#*+,&"*#(%+'!!"2%+0*2%!01!":"*!%(/.(%*#&'0-.
ge wasteful consumption.” 

2009: Copenhagen climate negotiations 
Climate change emerged as a big challenge for humankind. 
Governments declared a “strong political will to urgently 
combat climate change in accordance with the principle of 
common but differentiated responsibilities and their respec
tive capabilities” 
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CCIVS plays a positive role in supporting organisations to pro
mote Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) with vo
lunteers and local communities. CCIVS carries on campaigns 
that are linked to the UN Decade of Education for Sustaina
ble Development (2005  2014) which aim to integrate sustai
nable development into education and learning throughout 
the world. The network believes in the need of stimulating 
-*9*&("'#% .#:% :**5*-% 0#:*-!(.#:"#$% '+% !0!(."#.12*% :*A*
lopment issues in the civil society. Many CCIVS organisations 
have developed activities that support these learning pro
cesses and run special projects focusing on sustainable de
velopment issues. As results of the campaigns, several publi
cations have been produced. 

The International Campaign for a Sustainable Vo-
luntary Service 

The International Campaign for a Sustainable Voluntary 
Service is an agreement between several international vo
luntary service organisations to promote sustainability and 
Education for Sustainable Development in voluntary servi
ce projects. It is based on four main principles of action: re
duction of consumption/pollution; change in consumption; 
actions to improve the environment; actions of education 
for sustainability. The campaign aims at making awareness 
.1'0(%*#A"-'#8*#(.2%.#:%!'&".2% "!!0*!% (/-'0$/%!5*&",&%.&
tions and activities in IVS projects. 

Word Tanabata Action “Greening the world and he-
arts to prevent climate change through IVS” 

The World Tanabata Action takes origin from an old Japane
se custom: in the evening of the 7th July people write their 
own wishes on stripes of paper and hang them on a bam
boo branch. Based on the Tanabata festival, WTA is a global 
action aiming to prevent climate change by planting trees 
and writing commitment to undertake personal actions in this 
sense on tanzaku papers. It started in 2008 and in 20082010 
21.427 people in 19 countries joined, 822.831 trees were plan
ted and 15.882 tanzaku papers were collected. 

The beauty and the beast 

The campaign aimed at the promotion of sustainable deve
lopment joining efforts with the international community and 
broadening the perspectives of the people touched by the 
projects its members implement. The results of the campaign 
have been collected in a toolkit on sustainable development 
and ESD and nonformal education. 
Playing with rubbish 
During the 2007/8 Beauty and the Beast Campaign, CCIVS 
organisations developed their expertise in creating beautiful 
and useful objects from waste. The most successful elements 
/.A*%1**#%&'22*&(*:%"#('%.%1''?2*(%$"A"#$%!5*&",&%":*.!%.#:%
instructions for how you can creatively use your waste in vo
lunteer projects. The publication has been the occasion for 
CCIVS member organisations to explore and suggest concre
te, interesting and creative ways for reusing and recycling in 
international volunteer projects. 

6. CCIVS and sustainable development: actions, 
projects, campaigns 
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Fresh water guide 

;/*% i*.-% daae% /.!% 1**#% '+,&".224% :*&2.-*:% <C#(*-#.("'#.2%
Year of Freshwater”. The United Nations has chosen the to
pic of the water resources considering the necessity to re
9*&(%'#%(/*%A"(.2%.#:%2"8"(*:%&/.-.&(*-%'+%3.(*-7%PPCbN%:*
&":*:%('%*#&'0-.$*% "(!%8*81*-!% ('%*#$.$*% "#%.% -*9*&("'#%
on Freshwater with the volunteers and the local communities 
they work with. 

Kit of globalisation 

One of the recommendations of CCIVS General Assembly 
2001 already paved the way: CCIVS should work for a “glo
balisation with a human face”. The “Globalisation” kit has 
been created for that purpose. It includes an introduction to 
the theme of globalisation, games and activities on the topic 
(especially a twohour game called “The Tribunal”), general 
texts, Internet sites and a reference bibliography, reports on 
actions undertaken by some members and a page called 
“suggestions” to close it all.



In practise
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Criteria for sustainable recipes 
Sustainable recipes are those you can prepare according to sustainable development principles. They should be cooked with 
seasonal, local, organic food and respect the environment and the economic and social conditions of the producers. 

Here are some tips to keep in mind when cooking a sustainable recipe. 

Choose local products and local producers: you will reduce the use of means of transport.
Choose seasonal, local and organic fruit and vegetables: you will reduce the use and consumption of preservatives.
);/"#?%.1'0(%(/*%5-':0&*-!%'+%4'0-%+'':J%"+%4'0%104%:"-*&(24%+-'8%(/*8%.#:%"+%4'0%&0(%'0(%(/*%<8"::2*%8*#>%4'0%8.?*%.%!"$#",&.#(%
action to assure them proper working conditions and salaries. Prefer products without packing and avoid “familysize”: you will 
reduce the amount of plastic and paper used for packing. 
If you drive, go shopping together in a group: you will reduce fuel consumption. 
Use the same plastic bags more than once or better use bags made of cloth or biodegradable material: you will support envi
ronmental protection. 
Prefer low energy consumption fridges and cookers; avoid using throwaway plastic glasses and dishes: you will contribute to a 
better use of energy resources. 
Separate different kinds of rubbish for collection: you will support the recovery of energy from the waste produced. 
N'8*("8*!%"(%"!%A*-4%:"+,&02(%('%+'22'3%.22%(/*!*%!0$$*!("'#!%:0-"#$%CbN%5-'6*&(!%1*&.0!*%'+%(/*%5-.&("&.2%&'#:"("'#!%.(%(/*%5-'6*&(7%
Nevertheless, there are some “basic rules” that everybody can follow easily: 

Carefully plan the menu of the meal and how much food you need. You can use very simple tools such as spoons and mugs to 
measure the quantity of food. 
Make a shopping list and try to respect it! The list will help you not to buy too much or products you do not need. 
Serve moderate portions and encourage selfservice to reduce the amount of leftovers. 
Keep leftovers and use them for the next day’s meals. 



Recipes 
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Bibimbap 
Rice mixed with vegetables. Bibimbap is a dish mixed of co
oked white rice, vegetables, garnishes and fried red pep
per paste. It is said that this dish came from the customs of 
memorial services and rural villages. This dish is very easy to 
prepare, just mixing together cooked white rice with various 
vegetables, namul and red pepper paste. 

Ingredients 
2 cup of rice, 
2 cup of water, 
cucumber 150g, 
carrot 150g, 
zucchini 150g,
black mushroom (dried one 45 pieces, fresh one150g), 
1 tablespoon of soya sauce, 
1 tea spoon of sugar, 
3 tablespoon of red chili pepper sauce, 
3 tablespoon of sesame oil. 

Preparation 
Wash the rice; soak in water for 30 min. Drain water on a 
strainer for 10 min. (550 g). 
Cut the young pumpkin into 56 cmlong, then cut them into 
0.3 cmwide/thick round, shred into matchstick, soak with salt 
+'-% Da%8"#7%3"5*%3.(*-%3"(/% &'(('#%&2'(/!7% N/-*:%1*229'3*-%
roots into 56 cmlong and 0.3 cmwide/thick, add salt and 
fumble them with hands, let it sit for 10 min. then rinse and 
squeeze water out. 
Panfry egg for yellow/white egg garnish; shred it into 5 cm
long and 0.3 cmwide/thick. 

Put the rice and water in the pot; heat it up for 4 min on high 
heat. When it boils, continue to boil it for another 4 min then 
lower the heat to medium, boil it for 3 min. When the rice be
come sodden, lower the heat to low, steam for 10 min. to be 
welldone (1.03 kg). 
Preheat the frying pan and oil, stirfry pumpkin on high heat 
for 30 sec spread out and cool down (80 g). 
)V-*/*.(%(/*%+-4"#$%5.#%.#:%'"2@%!("-)+-4%1*229'3*-%-''(!%'#%8*
dium heat for 5 min. (120 g). 
Pour edible oil into the pan, oil fry kelps on medium heat for 
10 sec. Crush it into large size. 
Put the green onion, garlic and half of the sesame oil in the 
pot, stirfry them on medium heat for 2 min. Add red pepper 
paste, sugar and sesame oil, stirfry for 5 min. Add water into 
it, stirfry for another 3 min. to make fried red pepper paste 
(167 g). 
Serve steamed rice with prepared stuffs and fried red pep
per paste on top. 

IWO KOREA 
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Green Onion Pajeon 
Onion Pajeon is a savory pancake with plenty of green onion 
and with mushy dough and beaten egg on top. 

Ingredients 
1 kg (5 cups) water, 
d%$%hjjj%(.12*!5''#T%!.2(@%
seasonings, 
4 g (1 tablespoon) 
!.2(@a7e%$%hk%(.12*!5''#T%
ground black pepper 200 g small 
green onion, 
10 g (1 ea) green pepper, 
15 g (1 ea) red pepper , 
dough ,
El%$%hD%&05T%3/*.(%9'0-@
30 g (cup) nonglutinous rice powder,
D%$%hjjj%(.12*!5''#T%!.2(%@
200 g (1 cup) water, 
60 g (1 ea) egg, 
Fl%$%hjjj%&05T%*:"12*%'"2@%
vinegar soy sauce,
18 g (1 tbsp) soy sauce, 
15 g (1 tbsp) vinegar, 
15 g (1 tbsp) water.

Preparation 
Cut the green/red pepper into 2 cmlong and 0.3 cmthick 
diagonally and seed. Trim and wash small green onion, cut 
into 10 cmlong (150 g). 
Add nonglutinous rice powder, salt and water to the wheat 
9'0-@%(/*#%8"U%(/'-'0$/24%hdGa%$T7%
44. Beat egg. 
Blend vinegar soy sauce. 
Preheat the frying pan and oil. On medium heat, put half 

ladle of dough on the pan. 
Place small green onion on the dough and add prepared 
green/red pepper on it. Spread out another half ladle of 
dough on it, and spread 2~3 tbsp of beaten egg over it. 
On medium heat, panfry for 5 min. When bottom is welldo
ne, turn over, cover the lid, fry for another 3 min. 
Serve with vinegar soy sauce. 
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Hobakjeon 
Panfried Summer Hobakjeon is a dish of premarinated sum
8*-% !Z0.!/% (/.(% "!%&'.(*:%3"(/%3/*.(% 9'0-%.#:%*$$%3.!/%
(/*#%5.#)+-"*:7%C(%8.4%.2!'%1*%+-"*:%3"(/%8*.(%!(0+,#$7%C#%'2
den days, hobakjeon was fried with no coating or only wheat 
9'0-%&'.("#$7%%

Ingredients 
300 g (medium 1 ea) summer squash, 
d%$%hjjj%(.12*!5''#T%!.2(@%
l%$%hjjj%*.T%$-**#%5*55*-@%
l%$%hjjj%*.T%-*:%5*55*-@%
dF%$%hm%(1!5T%3/*.(%9'0-@
120 g (2 ea) egg , 
a7l%$%hk%(.12*!5''#T%!.2(@%
39 g (3 tbsp) edible oil vinegar soy sauce, 
18 g (1 tbsp) soy sauce,
15 g (1 tbsp) vinegar,
15 g (1 tbsp) water.

Preparation 
Wash the summer squash cleanly, slice it into 0.6 cmthick. 
Marinate the squash with salt for 10 min. and pot dry (260 
g). Cut the green/red pepper into 0.1cmthick roundly and 
seed by shaking (green pepper 4 g, red pepper 4 g). Beat 
egg and mix with salt. Blend vinegar soy sauce Coat the 
!Z0.!/%!2"&*!%3"(/%3/*.(%9'0-%.#:%1*.(*#%*$$7%)V-*/*.(%(/*%
frying pan and oil, set the heat to medium and panfry the 
squash slices for 2 min. When bottom side is welldone, turn 
over, garnish with the green/red pepper, fry for 1 min. Serve 
with vinegar soy sauce. 
Spicy stirfried chicken ribs with vegetable This is a spicy pan
fried dish using bitesized pieces of chicken, sweet potatoes, 
cabbage, mushrooms, onions and other vegetables. The spi
ciness can be adjusted by using the sauce. 
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Spicy stir-fried chicken 
with vegetable.

This is a spicy panfried dish using bitesized pieces of chicken, 
swwet potatoes, cabbage, mushrooms, onions and other ve
getables. The spiciness can be adjusted by using the sauce.

Ingredients 
1 Chicken breast, 5 Chicken legs, 1/2 Onion, 1/3 Carrot, Small 
sweet potato, 150g of Cabbage,2 Spring onion, Half a cup 
of water with tablespoon of chicken stock Sauce, 2 Table
spoons of red pepper powder,2 Tablespoons of gochujang, 
2 Tablespoons of soy sauce,2 Tablespoons of water,1 Table
spoons of sugar, 2 Cloves of crushed garlic,1/2 Tablespoon of 
sesame oil.

Preparation 
To begin making this dish cut all the vegetables in to strips, 
almost shredded. These should be about 3 centimetres long 
and the spring onion sliced, put all of this in a bowl, the chi
cken needs to be cut in to chunks. I cut all the meat away 
from the bone as best as possible, discard the bones and cut 
the breast in to nice size pieces. 

In a bowl put all the Ingredients for the sauce, mix this well 
and then add this to the chicken and vegetables. Mix this all 
('$*(/*-%.#:%"+%4'0%/.A*%("8*%&'A*-%3"(/%&2"#$%,28%.#:%2*.A*%
for a few hours to marinate in a cool place. To cook this dish 
fry or stir fry in a big pan, it will take around 1015 minutes to 
cook. If you have some rice cakes add these after about 10 
minutes and mix well.
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Chicken Grandad 
(or Vegetable Grandad) 
This is basically a West African groundnut stew adapted for 
VAP UK committee meetings. My granddaughter, Lucy, thou
ght groundnut sounded like Grandad and Grandad cooked 
the stew! For the vegetarian version just leave out the chi
cken. 

Ingredients (quantities can be adjusted according to 
numbers) 
2 large onions,
a chicken cut or broken into pieces (or a lot of chicken thighs 
or pieces of breast), 
a selection of vegetables as available and cut into pieces: 
peppers, carrots, tomatoes (or canned chopped tomatoes), 
parsnips, 
turnips, 
peas, 
kidney beans or haricot beans, 
even some potatoes, 
smooth peanut butter (or pounded groundnuts). 
Spices: cumin, chilli (or green chillies), coriander, ginger. 
Stock (bouillon) cubes, salt and pepper. 

Preparation 
To speed things up you can boil the carrots, parsnips, beans 
and potatoes to make them soft; you can also lightly fry the 
chicken pieces. In the main pot, casserole or wok: fry the 
onions until transparent; add spices, stock cubes; add the 
partly cooked vegetables plus the tomatoes, and the chi

cken. Add some water or stock to keep the stew wet. Cook 
slowly and if you are using frozen peas add them later. Just 
before serving add the peanut butter and stir it until it has 
dissolved into the stew. Serve with rice. 

VAP UK, Nigel Watt 
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White Bean Spread 
A delicious vegan spread that can be spiced up with your 
favourite herbs. 

Ingredients 
100g dried white beans (or 200g canned white beans), 
100ml (olive) oil, 
juice of one lemon, 
pepper, salt, f
resh herbs as desired.  

Preparation 
Using dried beans: Soak the beans overnight, strain and cook 
them for 2 hours in salted water. Using canned beans: Simply 
rinse the beans. Mix the beans with the oil and the lemon 
juice and add salt and pepper. Blend well. Chop the herbs 
and mix them with the spread, add some if you prefer your 
spread less thick. 

Vegan Mayonnaise 
Without using eggs, this creamy sauce can be used to impro
ve the taste of many different dishes. 

Ingredients 
Dla82%!0#9'3*-%'"2@%
100ml soymilk, 

1 teaspoon mustard, 
1 tablespoon vinegar, 
Pepper and salt.

Preparation 
f"U%!'48"2?@%!0#9'3*-%'"2%.#:%A"#*$.-%"#%.%/"$/%&'#(."#8*#(7%
Add mustard, pepper and salt and mix until you get a cre
amy mixture. 

Vegetable Macédoine 
Ingredients 
200g carrots, 
200g beans, 
200g green peas, 
4 tablespoon vegan mayonnaise, 
2 teaspoon mustard, 
1 teaspoon estragon, 
pepper.

Preparation 
Wash and clean beans and peas. Peel the potatoes and cut 
all vegetables into small pieces. Cook them for about 5 minu
tes in salted water until “al dente”. Strain the vegetables with 
cold water, let them cool down and mix with mayonnaise, 
mustard, estragon and pepper.

SCI GERMANY
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Vegetable Stock 
There are many different recipes for making vegetable stock. 
This one can e.g. be used for Thai vegetable soup. 

Ingredients 
2 Chinese radishes, 
1 celery plant, 
1 garlic plant, 
56 crushed pepper corns, 
1teasp. 
Salt, 
2 teaspoons sugar, 
5 cups water.

Preparation 
Peel the radishes, cut them into twoinch lengths, cut each 
length in half and then place in a pot. Wash the garlic and ce
lery plants, cut them about halfway up the stems and then tie 
the plants together with some piece of string. Place them in the 
pot, add water, pepper, salt and sugar. Place on low heat and 
simmer until about 4 cups liquid remain, strain and retain the 
clear stock. 

Soup Phak 
(Thai Vegetable Soup) 
Ingredients 
1 carrot, cut into thin slices, 
300 grams unpeeled squash, cut into oneinch squares, 

300 grams cabbage cut into bitesized chunks, kernels sliced 
from one cob of sweet corn (+any other vegetable you like), 
1tablespoon light soy sauce, 
1 tablespoon salt, 
4 cups vegetable stock.

Preparation 
Heat the stock and cook the squash until tender. Then add 
the other vegetables, salt and soy sauce to taste.
 

Vanillekipferl 
Traditional AustrianBohemianGermanChristmasCookies. 

Ingredients 
dla$%9'0-@%
220g butter or margarine (200g is enough when you prefer 
walnuts), 
100g ground almonds or walnuts, 
70g powdered sugar, 
2 small packages of vanilla sugar (or selfmade), 
a pinch of salt, 
more powdered sugar for decoration.

Preparation 
P0(%(/*%10((*-%'-%8.-$.-"#*%"#('%(/*%9'0-%.#:%?#*.:%('$*(/*-%
with the powdered sugar and the vanilla sugar to get even 
:'0$/7%K'-8%,#$*-)(/"&?%-'22!%.#:%&0(%"#('%e&8%2'#$%5"*&*!@%+'-8%
small halfmoons out of this. Place on baking paper and bake 
in the middle of the oven for about 1520 minutes (140150°C). 
Watch out, your Vanillekipferl might burn very fast. Use the ba
king paper to immediately remove from the baking sheet, let 
the cookies cool down a little bit, then top them with powdered 
sugar. 
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Russian pancakes 
Ingredients 
500 g Yoghurt, 
1 Egg, 
23 tablespoons Sugar, 
Salt – a pinch, 
Flour – as you need to make the pastry a little bit elastic, but 
NOT dense, 
1Banana, 
Oil. 

Preparation 
Mix all the ingredient, the pastry has to be a little bit denser 
then yoghurt and the bananas – in little pieces. Put the oil on 
fryingpan, than use the big spoon to put the pastry on the 
5.#7%K-4%'#%!8.22% ,-*%0#("2% (3'%!":*!%'+% (/*%&-*5*!%.-*% -'!47%
Taste hot (it’s better) or cold with cream or jam. 

CANTIERE GIOVANI ITALY
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 Spicy Seitan (Vegan) 
Seitan is purely made of wheat protein (Gluten), so it can do 
dangerous harm to people who show allergic reactions to 
Gluten (Coeliac Disease). From a sustainability perspective, 
Seitan is a better option than Tofu/Soy products, because it 
can be made of regional wheat grain instead of soy, which 
is usually imported from countries with a high distance to Eu
rope.

Ingredients 
250 gr. SeitanBase (GlutenPowder, available for example at 
veganwonderland.com);
300 ml warm Water, 
1 tablespoon. 
Thyme, 
1 tablespoon. ground Cumin, 1 tablespoon. Paprika Powder, 
D%(.12*!5''#%b*$*(.12*@%R'0"22'#@%jjj%(.12*!5''#7%!.2(@%jjj%
tablespoon ground pepper, 1 clove of garlic, crushed, 20 ml 
!0#9'3*-%Q"2@%Da%$-7%i*22'3%P0--4%5.!(*%K'-%(/*%f.-"#.:*J%D%
(1!57%N0#9'3*-%Q"2@%D%(.12*!5''#7%;.#:''-"%f.!!.2.7

This serves as a side dish for 5 Persons. For more, just multiply 
the Ingredients.

Preparation 
Mix Seitan Base, Thyme, Ground Cumin, Paprika Powder and 
A*$*(.12*%1'0"22'#%('$*(/*-7%f"U%(/*%3.-8%3.(*-@%N0#9'3*-%
Oil, crushed garlic and the curry powder. Take a big bowl, 
put in the spiced SeitanBase and make a well in the manner 
as usually done when preparing a dough. Fill the liquid into 
the well and then stir slowly and carefully (This is important 
so that liquid and Seitan Base will get combined thoroughly 

from the beginning. Seitan dough is very rubber like and so is 
.%2"((2*%1"(%8'-*%:"+,&02(%('%/.#:2*%3"(/%(/.#%#'-8.2%:'0$/7T7%
When the dough starts to get sticky, knead vigorously (use 
*A*#(0.224%4'0-%,!(!T7%=*.A*%(/*%:'0$/%+'-%&/"22"#$%+'-%.1'0(%
15 Minutes. Now the dough needs to boil for about 1 hour 
so that it gets a solid piece. There are several strategies to 
do that: you put it just into boiling water without wrapping it. 
This allows the seitan to expand as much as it wants and you 
will get a holey consistency; you wrap it with a kitchen towel 
.#:%50(%"(%"#('%(/*%1'"2"#$%3.(*-7%;/"!%1-"#$!%.%8'-*%,-8%&'#
sistency; you put it into boilingproof freezer bags and shape 
"(%"#('%(/*%!(42*%4'0%3'02:%2"?*%h*7$7%.%6'"#(%'-%.%,2*(T%.#:%!*.2%
(/*%1.$%("$/(247%;/"!%1-"#$!%.%,-8%&'#!"!(*#&4%.#:%4'0%&.#%&0(%
for example medaillons. 

Take it out of the water and (eventually) unwrap it from the 
freezer bag or kitchen towel and leave it for cooling down for 
about 20 Minutes Now cut it into the shape you would need 
for your dish and mix with the marinade. Now the Seitan is 
ready for Frying in a pan. Just fry until it is roasty on every side. 
If you do not want to fry the Seitan, just leave out the last two 
steps and do whatever you would like (for example add it as 
a substitute in a goulash dish). The seitan is principally eata
ble after boiling 

YAP-CFD  AUSTRIA
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Potatoes pancakes with 
sweet corn’s salad
Pancakes 

Ingredients 
56 Sweet Potatoes, 
2 Eggs, 
3 Carrots, 
2 Onions, 
1 Red pepper, 
daa%$%'+%9'0-@%
Oil olive, 
Salt, 
Pepper.

Preparation 
Cut all the Ingredients into small squares 5mmx5mm. Mix it 
3"(/%9'0-@%*$$!%.#:%3.(*-7%X::%!.2(%.#:%5*55*-7%V0(%(/*%'2"A*%
'"2%'#%(/*%!('A*7%H!*%8"::2*%,-*%('%+-4%(/*%5.#&.?*!7%

Sweet corn’s salad 

Ingredients 
2 boxes of sweet corn, 
2 onions, 
1 box of canned ham, 
20 g of butter, 
100 g of cheese (grated), 
23 tablespoons of mayonnaise. 

Preparation 
Cut ham and onions into small squares 5mmx5mm. Mix sweet 
corn with the Ingredients you had cut and with mayonnaise. 
Spread butter on oven pan and put the Ingredients on the 
pan. Put the cheese on it. Put the sweet corn’s salad into 
oven and use by 250 degrees for 20 or 30 minutes. 

Kisir 
Ingredients 
d%&05!%'+%,#*%102$0-@%
1 bunch of green onions, 
1 / 2 bunch of parsley, 
1 / 2 bunch of fresh dill, 
2 teaspoons of dried mint, 
2 tablespoons of tomato paste, 
2 tablespoons of chili sauce, 
1 teaspoon of salt, 
1 teaspoon of black pepper, 
1 teaspoon of paprika, 
1 / 2 cup of olive oil, 
Juice of 1 lemon, 
Salad leaves. 

Preparation 
Cut the vegetables and herbs. Wash 
the bulgur. Put the bulgur in a pot; 
add 3 cups of boiled water. Cover 
and leave it to attract the water. Af
(*-% "(% /.!% &''2*:@% .::% ,#*24% .22% (/*%
Ingredients with olive oil and lemon 
juice. Mix all of them. Finally serve it 
with salad leaves. 

CONCORDIA FRANCE
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Pineapple chicken 
Ingredients 
4 pieces of chicken (1 for person), 
Box of pineapple, 
Cheese (grated), 
Green salad, 
1Cucumber, 
3 Tomatoes, 
45 Tablespoons of mayonnaise.

Preparation 
Clean the pieces of chicken. Salt and pepper it. Cover it with 
8.4'##."!*%hD%!5''#%+'-%D%5"*&*%'+%&/"n?*#T7%V0(%(/*%!2"&*%'+%
pineapple on top of each piece. Put the cheese on it. Put in 
into oven and use by 250 degrees for 1525 minutes. Prepare 
green salad: Take salad leaves. Cut cucumber and tomato
es into small square. 
Mix all Ingredients with mayonnaise 

Bokumbab with chicken 
salad
Ingredients 
200g of rice, 
1/2 onion, 
1/2 carrot, 
1/3 green pepper, 
1box of canned ham, 
1 teaspoon of butter, 
2 eggs, 
1 teaspoon of oil olive, 
2 teaspoons of soy sauce. 

Preparation 

Prepare rice: rinse it 3 times, and with putting your hand on 
the rice, put water into the bowl until your hand is completely 
covered with water. Keep it for 30 minutes (for soaking rice) 
Put it into the pot and boil it (more than 30minutes (check 
it at all time cut the vegetables and ham into small square 
pieces. Melt butter on the pan and fry the Ingredients (step: 
onion>carrot >ham) For preventing from being dried and ta
steless Ingredients put some oil on it fry rice with others and 
in state of hot temperature, put the eggs and mix everything 
you can put soy sauce or salt. 
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Plov 
Ingredients 
Beef, 
Rice, 
Carrots, 
Onions, 
Raisin, 
Barberry, 
salt:/pepper.
 
Preparation 
Cut beef into small squares 5mmx5mm. Put them into a pan 
with water and cook to semireadiness Add rice in a pan with 
meat. Cut carrots and onions. Mix it with other Ingredients in 
(/*%5.#7%X::%.22%!5"&*!7%P''?%'#%!2'3%,-*%('%-*.:"#*!!%'+%-"&*7%

Tomatoes with Garlick 
Ingredients 
56 Tomatoes, 
23 Eggs, 
34 Garlick clove, 
23 tablespoons of mayonnaise.

Preparation 
Boil eggs. Cut tomatoes on circles (45 circles of 1 tomato). 
Cut garlic and the boiled eggs. Filling: mix garlic, eggs and 
$-.(*:%&/**!*%3"(/%8.4'##."!*7%V0(%,22"#$%'#%('8.('*!L%&"-
cles.

Egg’s salad 
Ingredients 
45 eggs, 
12 onions, 
1 lemon, 
jjj%1'U%'+%$-**#%'2"A*!@%
12 tablespoons of oil olive, Chilli.

Preparation
Boil the eggs. Cut eggs and onions. Squeeze the lemon. Mix 
all the Ingredients with lemon juice and oil olive. Decorate it 
with green olives. Put some chilli. 
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Turkish salad 
Ingredients 
56 potatoes, 
2 onions, 
34 tomatoes, 
1 lemon, 
Green salad, 
23 tablespoons of olive oil,
 Parsley, 
salt and pepper. 

Preparation 
Boil potatoes. Cut the potatoes, onions, tomatoes, green sa
lad and parsley. Squeeze the lemon. Mix all the Ingredients 
with lemon juice and oil olive. Put some salt and pepper. 

Potatoes dish 
Ingredients 
1 kg of potatoes, 
100 g of butter,
salt and pepper.

Preparation 
Cut each potato into two parts. Make a whole (cavity) in 
the middle. Put some butter, pepper, salt and then the part 
of the potato (that you put away when you were making a 
cavity). Put it into the oven for 4050 minutes. Finally serve it 
with salad leaves or lens.

Cabbage and green pea 
salad 
Cabbage salad 
Ingredients 
1 middle size cabbage, 
1 box of sweet corn, 
1 / 2 bunch of parsley, 
mayonnaise, 
salt and pepper.

Preparation 
Cut cabbage. Put other Ingredients with it. Mix everything 
with mayonnaise. Add salt and pepper.

Green pea salad 
Ingredients 
2 big boxes of green pea, 
6 eggs.

Preparation 
Put eggs into a fryingpan and cook it for 10 minutes. Add 
green pea, salt and pepper and cook it another 5 minutes. 
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White Chocolate Brownies 
Ingredients 
175g shelled hazelnuts,
500g white chocolate, 
75g butter, 
3eggs, 
175g caster sugar,
DGl$%!*2+)-."!"#$%3/"(*%9'0-@%
Salt, 5
ml vanilla essence.

Preparation 
Grease and line a 22cm baking tin. Roughly chop the ha
zelnuts. Roughly chop 400g of the chocolate and set aside. 
Break the remaining chocolate into a heatproof bowl, add 
the butter and place over a pan of simmering water until 
melted. Leave the cool slightly. Whisk the eggs and sugar to
gether in a large bowl until smooth, then gradually beat in 
(/*%8*2(*:%&/'&'2.(*7%N"+(%(/*%9'0-%.#:%.%5"#&/%'+%!.2(%'A*-%
the mixture, then fold in with the hazelnuts, chopped choco
late and vanilla essence. Turn the mixture into the prepared 
tin and level the surface. Bake at 190°/375°F/gas 5 for 3035 
8"#0(*!%0#("2%-"!*#%.#:%$'2:*#%.#:%(/*%&*#(-*%"!%60!(%,-8%('%(/*%
touch. Leave to cool in the tin. Turn out and cut into 12 squa
res. Store in an airtight container for up to one week. 

UNA EXCHANGE WALES
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FILMS 

Solution local pour un désordre globale (Think glo-
bal, act rural), by Coline Serreau, France 2010 

<=*!%,28!%:L.2*-(*!%*(%&.(.!(-'5/"!(*!%'#(%o(o%('0-#o!@%"2!%'#(%
eu leur utilité, mais maintenant il faut montrer qu’il existe des 
!'20("'#!@%+."-*%*#(*#:-*%2*!%-o9*U"'#!%:*!%5.4!.#!@%:*!%5/"2'
sophes et économistes qui, tout en expliquant pourquoi no
tre modèle de société s’est embourbé dans la crise écologi
Z0*@%,#.#&"p-*%*(%5'2"("Z0*%Z0*%#'0!%&'##."!!'#!@%"#A*#(*#(%
et expérimentent des alternatives.” Coline Serreau. 
/((5JSS3337!'20("'#!2'&.2*!)2*,287&'8S:*!)":**!)5'0-).$"-%

X2.-8)-."!"#$%.#:%&.(.!(-'5/"!(%,28!%/.A*%1**#%8.:*@%.#:%
they have served their purpose. Now the time has come to 
show that there are solutions, to give a voice to the farmers, 
philosophers and economists who are inventing and experi
menting with new alternatives, while explaining why our so
&"*(4%"!%8"-*:%"#%(/*%&0--*#(%*&'2'$"&.2@%,#.#&".2%.#:%5'2"("&.2%
crises.” Coline Serreau 
/((5JSS3337!'20("'#!2'&.2*!)2*,287&'8S*#S.&&0*"2%

Food, Inc., by Robert Kenner, USA 2009 

C#% K'':@% C#&7@% ,288.?*-% q'1*-(% r*##*-% 2"+(!% (/*% A*"2% '#% '0-%
nation’s food industry, exposing the highly mechanized un
derbelly that has been hidden from the American consumer 
with the consent of our government’s regulatory agencies, 
USDA and FDA. Our nation’s food supply is now controlled 
14%.%/.#:+02%'+%&'-5'-.("'#!%(/.(%'+(*#%50(%5-',(%./*.:%'+%

consumer health, the livelihood of the American farmer, the 
safety of workers and our own environment. We have big
gerbreasted chickens, the perfect pork chop, herbicideresi
stant soybean seeds, even tomatoes that won’t go bad, but 
3*%.2!'%/.A*%#*3%!(-."#!%'+%M7%&'2"s(/*%/.-8+02%1.&(*-".%(/.(%
causes illness for an estimated 73,000 Americans annually. 
We are riddled with widespread obesity, particularly among 
children, and an epidemic level of diabetes among adults. 
http://www.foodincmovie.com/ 

Le monde selon Monsanto (The world according to 
Monsanto), by Marie-Monique Robin, 2007, France 

=*%,28%:'&08*#(."-*%8'#(-*%2*%:o-'02*8*#(%:L0#*%*#Z0t(*%
qui met en cause la multinationale Monsanto. 

The documentary traces a wide range of controversies invol
A"#$% (/*%0!*%.#:%5-'8'("'#%'+%$*#*("&.224)8':",*:% !**:!@%
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Agent Orange, and the 
1'A"#*%$-'3(/%/'-8'#*7%;/*%,28%:*2A*!%"#('%&.!*!%.&-'!!%(/*%
United States (including Anniston, Alabama), Canada, India, 
Mexico, Paraguay, the United Kingdom and France, pointing 
out along the way how the corporation’s collusion with go
vernments, pressure tactics, suppression and manipulation 
'+%!&"*#(",&%:.(.@%.#:%*U(-.)2*$.2%5-.&("&*!%.":*:%(/*%&'8
pany’s attempts at dominating global agriculture. The World 
X&&'-:"#$% ('%f'#!.#('%:-.3!%'#% ,-!()/.#:% "#(*-A"*3!%3"(/%
scientists, representatives of the U.S. Food and Drug Admini
stration and Environmental Protection Agency, civil society 
representatives, victims of the company’s activities, lawyers, 
and politicians. 

List of material 
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Notre poison quotidien (Our daily poison), by Marie-
Monique Robin, 2009, France 

P*((*%*#Z0t(*%*U52'-*%2.%8.#"p-*%:'#(%!'#(%oA.20o!%*(%-o$2*
mentés les produits chimiques, qui entrent en contact avec 
notre alimentation (pesticides, additifs et plastiques alimen
taires) et le lien potentiel entre l’exposition à ces substances 
et certaines maladies chroniques, comme les cancers, les 
maladies neurodégénératives, comme le syndrome parkin
sonien, les troubles de la reproduction (stérilité), le diabète et 
l’obésité. 

100,000 chemical molecules which have invaded our envi
ronment, and primarily our food, since the end of the Second 
World War: an investigation into a worldwide ecological disa
ster that could endanger the whole of humanity. 

Story of stuff, by Annie Leonard, 2007, USA 

With over 12 million online views, The Story of Stuff is one of 
(/*%8'!(%3":*24%A"*3*:%*#A"-'#8*#(.2)(/*8*:%!/'-(%,28!%'+%
all time. Since its release in December 2007, The Story of Stuff 
has been shown in thousands of schools, houses of worship, 
community events and businesses around the world. 
http://www.storyofstuff.com/index.php 

We Feed the world, by Erwin Wagenhofer, 
2004/2005, Austria 

C#%<W*%+**:%(/*%W'-2:>%X0!(-".#%,288.?*-%M-3"#%W.$*#/'+*-%
traces the origins of the food we eat. His journey takes him 
to France, Spain, Romania, Switzerland, Brazil and back to 
Austria. 
/((5JSS33373*)+**:)(/*)3'-2:7.(S*#S,287/(8%

Food matters, by James Colquhoun and Laurentine 
ten Bosch 

“Let thy Food be thy Medicine and thy Medicine be thy 
Food”  Hippocrates. That is the message from the founding 
father of modern medicine echoed in the controversial new 
:'&08*#(.-4%,28%K'':%f.((*-!%+-'8%V-':0&*-)O"-*&('-!%u.
mes Colquhoun and Laurentine ten Bosch. With nutritionally
depleted foods, chemical additives and our tendency to rely 
upon pharmaceutical drugs to treat what’s wrong with our 
malnourished bodies, it’s no wonder that modern society is 
getting sicker. Food Matters sets about uncovering the trillion 
dollar worldwide ‘sickness industry’ and gives people some 
!&"*#(",&.224% A*-",.12*% !'20("'#!% +'-% 'A*-&'8"#$% "22#*!!% #.(0
rally. 
http://foodmatters.tv/ 

Fast Food Nation, by Richard Linklater, 2006, USA 

Inspired by the incendiary bestseller that exposed the hidden 
facts behind America’s fast food industry comes a powerful 
drama that takes an eyeopening journey into the dark heart 
of the AllAmerican meal. Richard Linklater’s FAST FOOD NA
TION traces the birth of an everyday, ordinary burger through 
a chain of riveting, interlocked human stories  from a hope
ful, young immigrant couple who cross the border to work in 
a perilous meatpacking plant, to a teen clerk who dreams 
of life beyond the counter; to the corporate marketing whiz 
who is shocked to discover that his latest burger invention 
)%<;/*%R"$%Q#*>%)%"!%2"(*-.224%+022%'+%8.#0-*7%X!%(/*%,28%(-.A*-
ses from pristine barbeque smoke labs to the volatile U.S.
Mexican border, it unveils a provocative portrait of all the 
yearning, ambition, corruption and hope that lies inside what 
America is biting into. 
http://www.foxsearchlight.com/fastfoodnation/ 
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BOOKS 

Sustainable Agriculture: Definitions and Terms, by 
Mary V. Gold. AFSIC, 2007 

What is Sustainable Agriculture, Sustainable Agri-
culture Research and Education (SARE) 

http://www.sare.org/LearningCenter/SAREProgramMaterials/
NationalProgramMaterials/WhatisSustainableAgriculture 

What is Sustainable Agriculture? ATTRA - National 
Sustainable Agriculture Information Service 

http://attra.ncat.org/fundamental.html 

European Environmental Agency 

The European Environment Agency (EEA) is an agency of the 
European Union. Our task is to provide sound, independent 
information on the environment. We are a major information 
source for those involved in developing, adopting, imple
menting and evaluating environmental policy, and also the 
general public. Currently, the EEA has 32 member countries. 
This article is about consumption and sustainability. 
http://www.eea.europa.eu/signals/articles/consumingun
sustainably 

Le Monde diplomatique – Florissante industrie de 
l’agriculture biologique, par Philippe Baqué (English 
version available for subscribers only). 

Comment le mouvement bio, lancé par des militants sou
cieux de défendre la petite paysannerie tout en rejetant les 
2'$"Z0*!%5-':0&("A"!(*!@% -"!Z0*%:*%!Lo&/'0*-%!0-% 2*!%(t(*!%:*%
gondole des supermarchés. 
http://www.mondediplomatique.fr/2011/02/BAQUE/20129 

Le Monde diplomatique - Main basse sur les produ-
its bio, par Chantal LE NOALLEC 

X% 2L/*0-*%'v%:*%$-'!!*!%,-8*!%*(% 2.%$-.#:*%:"!(-"10("'#% 2L"#
vestissent, la bio survivratelle ? Une des conséquences de 
la crise de la « vache folle » est l’essor de l’agriculture bio
logique (AB) ; la demande des consommateurs n’a jamais 
été aussi forte. Les grandes surfaces ouvrent de plus en plus 
leurs rayons aux produits bio. Les boutiques, supérettes et su
permarchés bio (du moins s’autoproclamant tels) poussent 
comme des champignons. Désormais subventionnée et de 
moins en moins marginalisée, l’agriculture biologique n’est, 
pour beaucoup d’opportunistes, qu’une niche de marché, 
juteuse, à exploiter. Face aux industriels qui tentent de s’en 
emparer, une incertitude sourd : quelles seront les orienta
tions choisies par la bio? 
http://www.mondediplomatique.fr/1999/03/LE_NOAL
LEC/11755 

What is the future for suppliers of organic produce 
now that the big marketing and distribution com-
panies are moving in? Will they survive the shock? 

As a result of the “mad cow disease” panic, organic farming 
is enjoying an unprecedented boom. Consumer demand 
/.!% #*A*-%1**#% !'% !(-'#$7% ;/*%8.6'-% -*(."2% !('-*!%.-*% ,22"#$%
more and more of their shelves with organic produce. Or
ganic shops and supermarkets  or at least claiming to be 
organic  are shooting up everywhere. However, now that 
organic farming is coming into its own and is also receiving 
subsidies, it has become a juicy market niche ripe for exploi
tation. Faced with the encroachment of big business, the or
ganic lobby seems uncertain which way to turn. 
http://mondediplo.com/1999/03/16bio 
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EFSA 

The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) is the keystone 
of European Union (EU) risk assessment regarding food and 
feed safety. In close collaboration with national authorities 
and in open consultation with its stakeholders, EFSA provides 
"#:*5*#:*#(%!&"*#(",&%.:A"&*%.#:%&2*.-%&'880#"&.("'#%'#%
existing and emerging risks. 
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/ 

Environmental Working Group 

The mission of the Environmental Working Group (EWG) is to 
use the power of public information to protect public he
.2(/%.#:%(/*%*#A"-'#8*#(7%MW]% "!%.%#'#)5-',(%'-$.#"!.("'#%
founded in 1993 by Ken Cook and Richard Wiles. EWG spe
cialises in providing useful resources to consumers while si
multaneously pushing for national policy change. The 2 main 
organisational goals are: To protect the most vulnerable seg
ments of the human population children, babies, and infsants 
in the womb from health problems attributed to a wide array 
of toxic contaminants To replace federal policies, including 
government subsidies that damage the environment and 
natural resources, with policies that invest in conservation 
and sustainable development.
http://www.ewg.org/ 

GRACE 
GRACE Communications Foundation highlights the intercon
nections of food, water and energy, educating consumers, 
advocates and policy makers through our webbased initia
tives. Through innovative communication strategies GRACE 
Communications Foundation supports: The development of 
sustainable, communitybased food production and regio

Foundations, associations, organisations, on-line 
magazines
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nal food distribution networks; Public awareness of how su
stainable agriculture contributes to social, environmental, 
economic and personal health; Policies that promote sustai
nable use of water resources for energy and food produc
tion; Policies that protect and promote clean drinking water; 
The development of smallscale distributed renewable ener
gy systems; Increased public awareness of how individuals 
can improve their physical and emotional health. 
http://gracelinks.org/ 

International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movement 

IFOAM is the worldwide umbrella organization for the organic 
movement, uniting more than 750 member organizations in 
116 countries. 
http://www.ifoam.org/index.html
 
Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity 

;/*%N2'3%K'':%K'0#:.("'#%+'-%R"':"A*-!"(4%"!%.%#'#)5-',(%'-$.
nisation which coordinates numerous projects (Presidia, Earth 
Markets, vegetable gardens and more) in support of Terra 
f.:-*%&'880#"("*!@% 5-'A":"#$% (/*8%3"(/% (*&/#"&.2% .#:% ,
nancial assistance. 
http://www.slowfoodfoundation.org/ 

Sustainable table 

Sustainable Table celebrates local sustainable food, educa
tes consumers on foodrelated issues and works to build com
munity through food. 
http://www.sustainabletable.org/home.php 

Sustainweb 

Sustain: The alliance for better food and farming advocates 

food and agriculture policies and practices that enhance 
the health and welfare of people and animals, improve the 
working and living environment, enrich society and culture 
and promote equity. We represent around 100 national pu
blic interest organisations working at international, national, 
regional and local level. 
http://www.sustainweb.org/ 

The story of stuff – project 

http://www.storyofstuff.com/index.php 

United Nations Development Programme UNDP 

http://www.undp.org/ 

UN Department of economic and Social Affairs - Di-
vision for sustainable Development 

http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/index.shtml 

World Economic Forum 

http://www.weforum.org/ 
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2010 World Population Data sheet 
http://www.prb.org/pdf10/10wpds_eng.pdf 

Agenda 21 
http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/agenda21/index.shtml 

Convention on Biological Diversity and Cartagena protocol 
http://www.cbd.int/ 

Eat well and save the planet! 
http://www.sustainweb.org/pdf/SFG_Consumers.pdf 

ESD Unit  UNESCO Bangkok 
http://www.unescobkk.org/education/esdunit/definition
ofesd/ 

European Commission Agriculture and Rural Devcelopment 
http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/markets/index_en.htm 
http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/publi/capexplained/cap_
en.pdf 

European Initiatives for Sustainable Development and Agri
culture – EISA 
/((5JSS3337!0!(."#.12*).$-"&02(0-*7'-$S!(0++S94*-75:+% /((5JSS
www.sustainableagriculture.org/stuff/EISAFrameworken
glish040810.pdf 

FOOD SUSTAINABILITY: A GUIDE TO PRIVATE SECTOR ACTION 
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/news_events/9.1_
news_archives/2008_09_24/food_sustainability.pdf 

Food and Water Watch 
http://documents.foodandwaterwatch.org/CAPjointpress
release.pdf http://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/europe/
agriculture/ 

Foreign land purchases for agriculture: what impact on su
stainable development? 
http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/resources/res_pdfs/publica
tions/ib/no8.pdf 

Global Animal Partnership 
http://www.globalanimalpartnership.org/ 

Grants.gov 
http://www.grants.gov/ 

Green revolution in Punjab, by Vandana Shiva”. Livingherita
ge.org. 15 October 1988. Retrieved 20 March 2011. 
http://www.unescap.org/65/documents/ThemeStudy/st
escap2535.pdf 

International Institute for Sustainable Development 
www.iisd.org 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation 
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/WSSD_POI_PD/
English/POIToc.htm 

Nutrition Ecology Educational Centre 
http://www.nutritionecology.org/panel4/index.html 

Our Common Future (Brundtland Report) 
http://www.undocuments.net/wcedocf.htm 

List of resources
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Programme for the Further Implementation of Agenda 21 
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/spec/aress192.htm 

Report of the World Summit on sustainable Development 
2002 
ht tp : //daccess dds ny .un .o rg/doc/UNDOC/GEN/
N02/636/93/PDF/N0263693.pdf?OpenElement 

Rio + 20 – United Nations Conference on Sustainable Deve
lopment 
http://www.uncsd2012.org/rio20/ 

Sustainable.org 
http://www.sustainabletable.org/issues/familyfarms/index_
pf.html 

The Asian Green Revolution. Intl Food Policy Res Inst. Hazell, 
Peter B.R. (2009). 
GGKEY:HS2UT4LADZD. http://books.google.com/
books?id=frNfVxKZOcC&pg=PA1. 

The contribution of sustainable agriculture and land mana
gement to sustainable development 
http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/resources/res_pdfs/publica
tions/ib/no7.pdf 

The Encyclopaedia of Earth 
http://www.eoearth.org/article/Agriculture_and_deve
lopment_in_Africa 

The Government of Punjab (2004). Human Development Re
port 2004, Punjab (Report). Retrieved 9 August 2011. Section: 
“The Green Revolution”, pp. 17–20. 

Trends in sustainable Development report – Chemical, Mi
ning, Transport, Waste management 2010 – 2011 
http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/resources/res_publtrends_2010_
topics.shtml 

Trends in sustainable Development report – Consumption 
and Production 2010  2011 
http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/resources/res_publtrends_2010_
scp.shtml 

The World Bank 
http://www.worldbank.org/ 

United Nations Development Programme UNDP 
http://www.undp.org/ 

UN Department of economic and Social Affairs  Division for 
sustainable Development 
http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/index.shtml 

United Nations Environment Programme 
http://www.unep.org/ 

United Nation ESCAP 
www.unescap.org 

United states Department of Agriculture 
http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 
http://www.epa.gov/ 

World Economic Forum 
http://www.weforum.org/ 

Worldstat.info 
http://en.worldstat.info/ 
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